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1  Executive Summary 
 
Purpose   
This Technical Report was requested by William Murray, President of Silver Phoenix Resources, Inc. (Silver 
Phoenix).  The report is intended to disclose mineral resource information in accordance with Canadian 
National Instrument 43-101 (NI 43-101) for Silver Phoenix’s mineral properties in the Beaver Mountains, a 
part of the historic Ophir mining district, in Western-Interior Alaska, USA.  The independent Qualified 
Person, Mr. Thomas K. Bundtzen,, President of Pacific Rim Geological Consulting, Inc. (PRGCI), is 
responsible for this report.  Henceforth, Mr. Bundtzen is referred to as the QP.   
 
Information Sources and Qualifications  
The sources of information include the U.S. Geological Survey, the U.S. Bureau of Mines—now a part of the 
U.S. Bureau of Land Management, the State of Alaska Division of Geological and Geophysical Surveys, the 
Alaska Division of Mining, Land, and Water Management, and unpublished reports and memos produced by 
private sector mineral exploration firms. 
 
During the QP’s career with the Alaska Department of Natural Resources Geological Survey Division 
(DGGS), he discovered the Cirque Cu-Ag-Au deposit in 1981, while geologically mapping the Beaver 
Mountains and adjacent uplands.  The QP and colleague Marti L. Miller published a summary paper on the 
Kuskokwim Mineral Belt, which includes the Beaver Mountains, in Economic Geology Monograph #9.  The 
QP retired from state service in August, 1997.   
 
During 2007-to-2016, on behalf of Silver Phoenix Resources, Inc., the QP and PRGCI contractors have 
conducted claim assessment work on what is referred to as the Tolstoi Claim Group, a.k.a. TCG, after Tolstoi 
Creek, which drains the northern-most portion of the claimed area.  This work has mainly included geologic 
mapping, and collection of both rock surface and, to a more limited degree, stream sediment and soil samples 
in the Tolstoi Claim Group.  Short brochures describing the results of the yearly mineral investigations have 
been produced since 2008. 
 
Location and Description 
The TCG is situated in the Ophir Mining District of western-Interior Alaska. Claim records were submitted 
to the QP by William Murray, President of Silver Phoenix, on September 15th, 2016, and cross checked with 
the State Recording office in Fairbanks, Alaska.  The present TCG configuration consists of an elongate 
north-south oriented block of nineteen (19) State of Alaska mining claims totaling 3,200 acres (5 square miles; 
8 square kilometers) along the central spine of the rugged Beaver Mountains, about 35 miles (56 km) dues 
west of McGrath, Alaska The TCG claims are located in Townships T32 and 33, Range 41 West, Seward 
Meridian. All of the mining claims held by Silver Phoenix in the TCG are on lands owned and administered 
by the State of Alaska. Mining records and case file abstracts for State Mining Claims within the State of 
Alaska Land Administrative system were audited for timely payment of annual rents.   

There are no identifiable or known environmental liabilities on the Tolstoi Claim Group.  Permitting 
requirements for surface exploration is conducted through the lead governmental agency, the Alaska 
Department of Natural Resources.   

The Tolstoi Claim Group straddles the hydrographic divide in the core of the rugged Beaver Mountains, 
about 60 km (40 mi) west of McGrath, and 280 km (175 miles) southwest of Fairbanks, the transportation 
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hub for Interior Alaska.  Access is provided via a large airport at McGrath.  There are many miles of 
secondary mining roads that access the Kuskokwim River, where materials can be barged to within 10 miles 
(15km) of the Tolstoi Claim Group.   

The Beaver Mountains area experiences weather typical of the sub-arctic, western Interior Alaska climate.     
In McGrath, where weather data is recorded, the average precipitation is 18.08 inches.  The average yearly 
high temperature is 36.7o F.  The average yearly low temperature is 17.7o F.  January experiences the lowest 
average monthly temperature of -15oF and July has the average highest monthly temperature of 69oF.  Due to 
its height, the Beaver Mountains creates its own weather, which results in thick snow accumulations.  Most of 
the snow pack has melted by June 15th, but has returned by September 30th.  The entire Tolstoi Claim 
Group is underlain by discontinuous permafrost. 

Mineralization and Geological Framework  
Mineralization within the Tolstoi Claim Group area was mapped and sampled by the Alaska Division of 
Geological and Geophysical Surveys and the U.S. Geological Survey from 1979-to-1985.  The QP discovered 
the Cirque deposit in 1981.  Subsequent to public releases of information, the Anaconda Minerals Company 
sampled and mapped mineralization within the TCG in 1981.  Noranda Exploration, Inc. mapped and 
sampled mineralization in the Beaver Mountains in 1983.  From 1989-to-1990, Battle Mountain Mining 
Company also mapped and sampled mineralization in the area. 
    
PRGCI has relied on published geologic mapping by State and Federal agencies as their framework geologic 
base during their mineral exploration programs.  Bedrock geologic units in the Beaver Mountains-Tolstoi 
Claim Group area formed after older lithotectonic terranes had been amalgamated into the North American 
continental margin in mid-Cretaceous time.  The deposition of the mid-to-Late Cretaceous Kuskokwim 
Group flysch basin was followed by extrusion of Late Cretaceous Beaver Mountains volcanic field and the 
intrusion of a co-magmatic pluton of intermediate composition.  The Beaver Mountains pluton thermally 
alters both the Kuskokwim sedimentary flysch basin on the north as well as the Beaver Mountains volcanic to 
the south.  Together the plutonic and volcanic rocks form the Beaver Mountains volcano-plutonic complex, 
one of thirteen that occur throughout the Kuskokwim Mineral Belt.   Metallic mineralization within the TCG 
is related to this complex.  The Beaver Mountains volcano-plutonic complex had been isotopically dated at 71 
Ma, about the same age as mineralized igneous rocks in the Iditarod, Donlin Creek, and the Russian and 
Horn Mountains areas to the south.    

A reconnaissance magnetic survey was flown over the Beaver Mountains area in 1979 for the federal National 
Uranium Resource Evaluation Program (NURE) using a broad, six mile flight line spacing.  This data was 
merged was later processed with information from other quadrangles.  More recently, in 2010, the Alaska 
Department of Natural Resources, geological survey division, flew the general Innoko River area, which 
included the Beaver Mountains upland and adjacent areas.  Broadly, the Beaver Mountains upland is reflected 
as a magnetic low that contrasts with higher magnetic units of the Kuskokwim Group and ophiolites to the 
northwest.  The magnetic low signature is due to the geochemical composition of the plutonic rocks.  The 
Beaver Mountains stock constitutes an ilmenite series (magnetite deficient) intrusive suite. 

The QP classifies the mineralization identified in the TCG into three conventional mineral deposit types: 
 
 Copper-gold-silver-bearing polymetallic veins (Cox and Singer (1986) deposit model 22c; 
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 Base metal-precious metal-bearing tourmaline breccia pipes (Cox and Singer (1986) deposit model 

20b; and  

 Molybdenum-chalcopyrite stockwork; probably Cox and Singer (1986) deposit model 21a  

 
Surface Exploration   
Historical mineral exploration activity has been limited to surface sampling of mineralized rock formations 
and limited stream sediment and soil sampling.  Besides the work that the QP has been directly involved in, 
the publically released work of Battle Mountain Gold Company has been used to assist in the exploration of 
the Tolstoi Claim Group. From 2007-to-2017, 428 sample stations were acquired by Silver Phoenix in the 
Tolstoi Claim Group.   A majority of these (358 or 83%) were for rock chip assays, while the remaining 17% 
was for major oxide, petrographic, soil, and stream sediment analyses. 

Copper-silver-gold-polymetallic-bearing mineralization cuts porphyro-aphanitic and equigranular phases of 
the Beaver Mountains stock, which ranges in composition from monzodiorite to quartz syenite and averages 
monzonite.   The following remarks summarize exploration results derived from field testing, where 
geological observations have been made and chip and grab samples have been collected.  The QP emphasizes 
that no resources or reserves can be calculated with available information. 
 
The Cirque and related deposits within the 2.5 km long Cirque Structural Zone (CSZ) in the southern area of 
the Tolstoi Claim Group are northeast-striking, steeply dipping vein faults with semi-massive sulfides, with 
quartz, tourmaline and carbonate gangue.  The zones vary widely in width, which ranges from 1.0 to 5.0 
meters where measurable.  Vertical extent is at least 1,100 feet (335 m).   Values of up to 21 percent copper, 
13.6 g/t gold, and 1,105 g/t silver have been documented from mineralized zones in the Cirque Structural 
Zone.  The average of thirty-three (33) grab and chip samples taken under the direct supervision of the QP 
within the Cirque-Main and Cirque-Lake vein-fault systems is 6.01 percent copper, 271.5 g/t silver and 2.01 
g/t gold.  The average metallic values from fifty-one (51) chip and grab samples taken under the direction of 
the QP in the entire Cirque Structural Zone (CSZ) is 4.12 percent copper, 197.0 g/t silver, and 1.65 g/t gold.     
 
The Beaver Creek Structural zone (BCSZ) in the Tolstoi-North area, which parallels the Cirque Structural 
Zone, contains sulfide-bearing, tourmaline-quartz vein fault mineralization similar in character to the latter 
area.  Where mineralization has been traced, lateral extent is at least 450 meters, but vein widths are poorly 
understood, due to general lack of outcrop control.  Measurable widths in a few locales are up to 2.5 meters.  
Vertical extent is at least 850 feet (260 m).  One sample contains 142.0 g/t gold, 295.0 g/t silver, and 2.12% 
copper. A duplicate reaffirmed the high grades of gold, silver, copper, and bismuth at the sample locale.  
Additional samples taken along the strike of this zone contain 15.90 g/t gold and 66.6 g/t silver and 4.43 g/t 
gold and 50.9 g/t silver. The zone can be mapped for a minimum of one mile (1.5 km) of strike. 
 
The average metallic values from forty-nine (49) chip and grab samples taken in the BCSZ under the direction 
of the QP is 0.96 percent copper, 47.1 g/t silver, and 7.18 g/t gold.    
 
A molybdenum-bearing, quartz stock work cutting syenite porphyry was identified late in the exploration 
activities.  It occurs just south of the main BCSZ and may actually be emplaced at the same time as the 
mineralization in the BCSZ.  The average metal value of thirteen chip samples collected in this quartz stock 
work zone is 1.21 g/t gold, 0.62 g/t silver, 127 ppm copper, and 244.6 ppm molybdenum.  What makes this 
prospect site interesting is that virtually all samples contain elevated gold and molybdenum-all within a 75 
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meter by 170 meter area, with no metallogenic boundaries firmly established—and not controlled by a 
confined high angle fault zone like, for example, in the CSZ or the BCSZ.   
 
The Tolstoi tourmaline breccia pipe area constitutes another major mineral deposit type in the Tolstoi-North 
area.  Mineralization consists of semi-massive tourmaline breccia zones up to 250 meters wide which hosts 
felsite fragments that locally contain sulfide-bearing stockwork veins and veinlets. Tourmaline breccia 
mineralization from the southeast edge of the Tolstoi breccia pipe was tested, where assays results reveal 
elevated gold (up to 2.04 g/t), silver (up to 104 g/t), and arsenic (up to 0.58%).  These results confirm that 
promising potential exists in this large zone of metasomatic alteration, which extends toward Tolstoi Lake in 
the northern-most Tolstoi Claim Group. 
 
 Metal ratios and log-normal correlation coefficients were generated from the rock sample exploration data.   
Correlation coefficients for gold show strongest correlations with silver (0.71), arsenic (0.69), bismuth (0.62), 
indium (0.67), lead (0.60), antimony (0.62), and tellurium (0.63).  Silver shows strong correlations with arsenic 
(0.70), bismuth (0.74), cadmium (0.77), copper (0.73), lead (0.77), antimony (0.77), tin (0.69), zinc (0.61), and 
tellurium (0.59).  The strong associations between bismuth, silver and antimony suggest the presence of 
sulfosalts, which have been identified during ore mineral petrographic work.  The strong correlation between 
tin and the bismuth-silver-arsenic suite might suggest the presence of tin-polymetallic sulfides; i.e., stannite.   

Recommendations 
The QP advocates a staged exploration approach for the Tolstoi Claim Group, and suggests that a 300 rock-
soil and stream-sediment sample grid could be collected in such a manner as to cover the entire claim block 
with geochemical data.  Stream sediment coverage in all drainages might help localize metal anomalies.    
 
On the basis of the completed alteration study and knowledge of the nature of known mineralization, the QP 
recommends a 22 mile (35 km) line IP survey in four lines.  The four lines form a parallelogram in the 
northern and central portions of the claim group.  The QP believes that the sulfide-rich zones should 
produce chargeability anomalies.  More than 50 percent of the $495,500 surface exploration budget estimate 
is dedicated to the IP survey.   
 
Mineralized zones in the Cirque and Beaver Creek Structural Zones are polymetallic in nature. The QP 
recommends that more petrographic analyses from mineralized samples, including microprobe investigations, 
be undertaken from the Tolstoi Claim Group.  Further work might include the acquisition of a bulk sample 
from one or more areas that could be processed in a metallurgical facility. 

After the surface exploration has been completed, Silver Phoenix should initiate a first phase, diamond core 
drill program.  The two targets to be evaluated are the structurally controlled, high grade, vein-fault deposits 
and the tourmaline-dominant sulfide bearing breccia, which constitute a potential bulk-mineable mineralized 
system. The total amount of drilling for a single year would be 9,200 feet (2,800 meters) in ten holes.  The QP 
estimates that the drill program will cost about $1.5 million.  In the QP’s opinion, this amount of exploration 
would constitute a valid first phase test of the most promising mineralized areas of the Tolstoi Claim Group.  
The drilling would be completed during one season with one drill rig.  
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2  Introduction and Terms of Reference 

This Technical Report was requested by William Murray, President of Silver Phoenix Resources, Inc. (Silver 
Phoenix).  The report is intended to disclose mineral resource information in accordance with Canadian 
National Instrument 43-101 (NI 43-101) for Silver Phoenix’s mineral properties in the Beaver Mountains, a 
part of the historic Ophir mining district, in Western-Interior Alaska.  The independent Qualified Person, Mr. 
Thomas K. Bundtzen,, President of Pacific Rim Geological Consulting, Inc. (PRGCI), is responsible for this 
report.  Henceforth, Mr. Bundtzen is referred to as the QP.   
 
2.1  Sources of Data and Information  
 
The sources of information include the U.S. Geological Survey, the U.S. Bureau of Mines—now a part of the 
U.S. Bureau of Land Management, the State of Alaska Division of Geological and Geophysical Surveys, the 
Alaska Division of Mining, Land, and Water Management, and unpublished reports and memos produced by 
private sector mineral exploration firms.  
 
2.2  Scope of QP’s Investigations of Tolstoi Claim Group 
 
During his career with the Alaska Department of Natural Resources Geological Survey Division (DGGS), the 
QP discovered the Cirque Cu-Ag-Au deposit in 1981, while geologically mapping the Beaver Mountains and 
adjacent uplands.  Grades of up to 21.0% copper, 1,105 grams/tonne silver, and elevated gold values were 
noted in steep upland exposures of the Cirque vein-fault system.  Other copper-silver-gold occurrences were 
also noted in the Beaver Mountains area; a geologic map with all available assay information was subsequently 
published (Bundtzen and Laird, 1982).      
 
From 1984-1988, the QP was the State representative of a cooperative mineral resource investigation of the 
Iditarod Quadrangle with the U.S. Geological Survey, under the auspices of the Alaska Mineral Resource 
Assessment Program (AMRAP).  The QP participated in rock, stream sediment, and pan concentrate 
sampling and geologic mapping in the general Beaver Mountains area during that time.  Results of that 
investigation have been published in Bundtzen and others (1992), Miller and Bundtzen (1994) and Miller, 
Bundtzen, and Gray (2005).  The QP and Colleague Marti L. Miller published a summary paper on the 
Kuskokwim Mineral Belt, which includes the Beaver Mountains, in Economic Geology Monograph #9 
(Bundtzen and Miller, 1997).  The QP retired from state service in August, 1997.   
  
In 2003, The QP, under contract to the U.S. Federal Government, summarized all of the known metallic 
sulfide prospects and occurrences in the general Beaver Mountains area, including those currently held by 
Silver Phoenix, while compiling the Alaska Mineral Resource Data File (ARDF) for the Iditarod Quadrangle 
(Bundtzen, Miller, and Hawley, 2003).   
 
During 2007-to-2016, on behalf of Silver Phoenix Resources, Inc., the QP and PRGCI contractors, including 
Cristina Laird-Keech, Gregory Laird, Larry Nichols, Will Robinson, Julia Cohen, Jordan Konkol, and Emma 
Lohr conducted claim level assessment work on what is referred to as the Tolstoi Claim Group, after Tolstoi 
Creek, which drains the northern portion of the claimed area.  This work has mainly included geologic 
mapping, and collection of both rock surface and, to a limited degree, stream sediment samples throughout 
the Tolstoi Claim Group.  Short brochures describing the results of the yearly investigations have been 
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produced (PRGCI, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2013, 2016, and 2017). During 2010, all available raw exploration 
information, including sampling information was summarized for Silver Phoenix (Bundtzen and Laird, 2010).   
 
2.3 Units of Measure  
 
Table 2.1 describes the units of measure used in this report.  The QP provides units of measurement in the 
metric system (with English conversions) in order to comply with international standards with several 
exceptions.  The State of Alaska operates the mining claim and prospecting site location system using the 
Meridian-Township-Range-Section (MTRS) system, which provides mining claims and prospecting sites 160 
acres in size within one mile sectional bases, which, of course, are in the English system of measurements.  
The existing topographic maps are also published in the English system; i.e., scale 1:63,260 or ‘inch-to-the-
mile’.  Elevations are thus in feet—not meters, but a metric conversion is provided.  All monetary estimates 
are in U.S. dollars (USD).      
 
Table 2. 1 Units of measure used in this report 

Type Unit abbreviation Description (with SI conversion) 

area acre acre (4,046.86 m2) 

area ha hectare (10,000 m2) 

area km2 square kilometer (100 ha) 

area sq mi square mile (259.00 ha) 

concentration g/t grams per tonne (1 part per million) 

concentration oz/cu yd troy ounces per cubic yard 

concentration oz/ton troy ounces per short ton (34.28552 g/t) 

length ft foot (0.3048 m) 

length m meter (SI base unit) 

length mi mile (1,609.344 m) 

length yd yard (0.9144 m) 

mass g grams (SI base unit) 

mass kg kilogram (1,000 g) 

mass oz troy ounce (31.10348 g) 

mass t tonne (1,000 kg) 

mass ton short ton or US ton (0.90719 t) 

time Ma million years 

volume cu yd cubic yard (0.7646 m3) 

volume gallon U.S. liquid gallon (3.785411784 L) 

volume L litre (SI base unit) 

temperature °C degrees Celsius 

temperature °F degrees Fahrenheit (°F = °C × 9⁄5 + 32) 

 
− Notes:   
− SI refers to the International 

System of Units; Degrees 
Celsius is not an SI unit but is 
a de facto standard for 
temperature 
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3 Reliance on Other Experts  

No reliance on other experts who are not qualified persons was made in the preparation of this Technical 
Report.  
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4  Property Description and Location 

The Tolstoi Claim Group (TCG) is situated in the Ophir Mining District of western-Interior Alaska. Claim 
records were submitted to the QP by William Murray, President of Silver Phoenix, on September 15th, 2016, 
and cross checked with the State Recording office in Fairbanks, Alaska.  The present Tolstoi Claim Group 
configuration consists of an elongate north-south oriented block of thirty seven (37) State of Alaska mining 
claims totaling 5,920 acres (9.25 square miles; 23.6 square kilometers) along the central spine of the rugged 
Beaver Mountains, about 35 miles (56 km) dues west of McGrath, Alaska (Figure 4.1).  The Tolstoi Claim 
Group claims are located in Townships T32 and 33, Range 41 West, Seward Meridian.   

4.1 Mineral Tenure  

All of the mining claims held by Silver Phoenix in the Tolstoi Claim Group are on lands administered by the 
State of Alaska.  Mining records and case file abstracts for State Mining Claims within the State of Alaska 
Land Administrative system were audited for timely payment of annual rents.   

Mineral production on Alaska State Lands is subject to a maximum 3.0 percent net profits royalty with 
applicable Exploration Incentive credits of up to $20 million.  The Alaska Mining License Tax seeks to 
acquire net income from Alaska’s productive mines regardless of land ownership.  Tax rates are as follows:  1) 
no tax if net income is $40,000 or less; 2) 3.0 percent of net income over $40,000; 3) $1,500 plus 5.0 percent 
of net income over $50,000; and 3) $4,000 plus 7.0 percent of net income over $100,000 (Alaska Statute 
43.65.01).  The Alaska Mining License Tax is pre-empted for the first 3.5 years of operation.  In addition, the 
Alaska State corporate income tax is 9.4 percent of net profits, which is additive to the Alaska Mining License 
Tax and net profits royalties described above.    

Companies must pay an annual claim rental for their Alaska State Claims. Currently the annual rental amounts 
are as follows: 

• For 0 to 5 years--$0.50/acre 
• For 6-10 years--$1.00/acre; and 
• For 11 years or more--$2.50/acre 

The State of Alaska also requires annual claim assessment work.  Table 4.1 summarizes the assessment work 
expenditures by year from 2008-to-2016.   The assessed Affidavit of Annual Labor is for the period 
September 2 of each year to September 1 of the following year and work must be performed on or before 
September 1 of each year and filed with the recording district, in this case, the Mt. McKinley Recording 
District at the State Recording office in Fairbanks, Alaska.    

All of the claims within the Tolstoi Claim Group list the owner as William J. Murray, President of Silver 
Phoenix Resources, Inc. The claims are numbered T2-to-T77 as illustrated on Figure 4.1 (also see Appendix 
I). 

4.2  Location and Maintenance of Property Boundaries.   

Claims are located in the field by posts emplaced on all four sides of each claim (Figure 4.2).  An original core 
group of claims was located in 2007 using helicopter assistance and deploying GPS technologies.  Some 
claims were subsequently dropped but some were added in 2016.  The claim package is formatted in the 
MTRS system, which was adopted in 1999 by the Alaska Department of Natural Resources. 
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Figure 4.1 Location of Tolstoi Claim Group, current to June 27th, 2018; base map is the USGS Iditarod D-2 and 
D-3 quadrangle series.  
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Table 4.1 Mineral Assessment Field Work Expenditures for Tolstoi Claim Group by Silver Phoenix Resources, 
Inc., to contractor Pacific Rim Geological Consulting, Inc.  

Count Year Exploration Expenditure (USD) 
1 2008 $22,560.00 
2 2009 $45,068.21 
3 2010 $15,885.00 
4 2011 $35,156.43 
5 2012 $30,411.00 
6 2013 $8,616.00 
7 2014 (1)  $0.00 (1)  
8 2015 $6,100.00 
9 2016 $8,620.00 
10 2017 $21,554.49 
 TOTAL $193,971.13 

(1) 2014 assessment requirement covered by expenditure roll over from 2012 and 2013.  

    

Figure 4.2  LEFT--Tolstoi Claim Group claim posts during 2007 staking effort showing 4” by 4” wooden tops 
mounted in rebarTM; information plates acquired from Alaska Miners Association; RIGHT—NE corner of 
claim as observed during recent investigations.   

Hence the claims follow legal boundaries of sections and quarter sections (Figure 4.1). Silver Phoenix 
contractor PRGCI utilized pre-formed claim notices made available through the Alaska Miners Association 
(AMA) on each claim post (Figure 4.2).   

4.3  Location of Mineralized Zones  

The claims occur over multiple mineralized zones nearly all of which are above timberline. Mineralized zones 
occur on all thirty seven (37) Tolstoi Claim Group claims in bedrock exposures and in bedrock-derived 
rubble.   Where possible, samples were collected as measured chip intervals, and in a few cases, chip-channel 
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samples.  No trenches or drill holes have been completed on the property.  A limited soil sample grid was 
begun along the central portion of the Cirque mineralized structure.  It was determined from that 
investigation that C-horizon soils are poorly developed within the Tolstoi Claim Group.  Elevated metal 
values were also found during a limited stream sediment sampling effort north of the soil sampling area.   

4.4  Environmental Liabilities.  

There are no identifiable or known environmental liabilities on the Tolstoi Claim Group.   

4.5 Permit Requirements  

Because the Silver Phoenix is not engaged in mine development activities, neither the Alaska Placer/Lode 
Mining Application (AMPA) nor the Alaska Pollution Discharge Elimination System Permit (APDESP) is 
required for exploration work on the Tolstoi Claim Group.  However, several permits are required to conduct 
mineral exploration that involves subsurface (drilling) and mechanical surface (trenching) work, and, 
especially, the use of water.  The Alaska Department of Natural Resources (ADNR) will require a 
Miscellaneous Land Use Permit (AMLUP) to conduct exploration on State managed/state owned lands if 
there is use of, for example, field camps, drilling programs, trenching, and water use. The AMLUP permit 
covers stipulations related to surface access, generalized water use, camp placement use of hazardous 
materials, and reclamation.  A general overview of exploration activities, including time lines, an explanation 
of exploration methods, locations of drill-hole collars, and proposed surface trenching must be presented to 
ADNR staff in writing for their review.  For example, drill holes must be plugged upon completion and 
Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS), which identify substances used in drilling, must be provided.   

The Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation (ADEC) requires a Temporary Camp Practices 
permit (TCP) to conduct field exploration if a field camp is used.  During 2009, PRGCI obtained a TCP 
permit for placement of a camp north of the Tolstoi Claim Group.  The TCP permit covers portable water 
use, human waste design, and design of gray water systems.   

Pursuant to Alaska State Statutes AS 41.14.870B and AS 41.14.840, the Office of Habitat Management and 
Permitting of the Alaska Department of Fish and Game (ADF&G) may require a habitat permit to set up 
temporary camps, to utilize natural waters for camping and drilling.  Permits from ADF&G for water use 
were acquired during 2009, when PRGCI maintained a camp near the Tolstoi Claim Group.   All State land 
use permits, regardless of which agency issued them, expire at the end of each calendar year.   
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5 Access, Climate, Physiography and Infrastructure 

5.1  Topography, Elevation, and Fauna  

The Tolstoi Claim Group straddles a hydrographic divide in the core of the rugged Beaver Mountains, about 
60 km (40 mi) west of McGrath, and 280 km (175 miles) southwest of Fairbanks, the transportation hub for 
Interior Alaska (Figure 5.1).  In the western portion of the claim group, streams; i.e., Billy Goat Creek, drain 
into the Dishna River. In the east, Beaver Creek flows into the Innoko River.  Both trunk streams eventually 
reach the Yukon River basin.   

The claim group ranges in elevation from 2,050 feet in the valleys of Beaver and Billy Goat Creeks to 3,740 
feet on a summit overlooking the head of Tolstoi Creek. Near vertical cliff walls are found in claims T2, T3, 
T4, T5, T12, T13, T36, and T60.  Nearly the entire Tolstoi Claim Group is above timberline.  Much of the 
upland above 2,700 feet consists of bedrock and frost-riven rock rubble.  The Beaver Mountains have 
experienced several periods of Pleistocene Glaciation, with glacial moraines and U-shaped valleys (Figure 5.2).  

Moose, caribou, brown, and grizzly bears all inhabit the TCG and all have been observed during assessment 
work there.  Ptarmigan, grouse, and fur bearers, including wolves and lynx, have also been observed.  
Grayling inhabit Billy Goat and Beaver Creeks, and thrive in nearby upland lakes.  

5.2  Property Access and Relevant Infrastructure  

There are no roads or trails in the Beaver Mountains.  There is no infrastructure present on the Tolstoi Claim 
Group.  Nearly 80 miles (120 km) of secondary roads connect the Ophir mining district, just 10 miles (15 km) 
east of the Beaver Mountains and the Tolstoi Claim Group, with Candle Landing on the Kuskokwim River 
near McGrath.  There are RS2477 transportation corridors and access roads extending from Ruby on the 
Yukon River to Crooked Creek on the Kuskokwim River, which are maintained by the State Department of 
Transportation and Public Facilities (DOTPF) as part of the Interior Alaska secondary road network.  A 
long-range goal of DOTPF is to access the area with the Yukon River at Ruby by building about 65 miles 
(100 km) of road between Ophir and Monument Creek and link the two RS2477 roads. 

A paved 5,500-foot-long (1.5 km long) runway at McGrath routinely services large aircraft up to Boeing 737 
size; private businesses in McGrath provide for fuel, lodging and services for many exploration companies 
over the years, including the nearby Nixon Fork Mine (Figure 5.3).  McGrath is one of Alaska’s historic 
mining towns, which mining forms have used as a logistical center for decades.  Clark-Wiltz Mining Company 
maintains a 4,400-foot-long (0.7 km) airstrip at Ganes Creek, about 15 miles (22 km) east of the Tolstoi Claim 
Group, where four engine aircraft, mainly the DC-6 Douglas model, have routinely landed to supply fuel and 
mine equipment.  The Clark-Wiltz camp facilities and airstrip could be used by Silver Phoenix for exploration 
programs (Doug Clark, pers. communication. to QP, 2016).    

5.3 Climatic Conditions  

The Beaver Mountains area experiences weather typical of the sub-arctic, western Interior Alaska climate.     
In McGrath, where weather data is recorded, the average precipitation is 18.08 inches.  The average yearly 
high temperature is 36.7o F.  The average yearly low temperature is 17.7o F.   January experiences the lowest 
average monthly temperature of -15oF and July has the average highest monthly temperature of 69oF.  The 
Beaver Mountains makes its own weather, which results in thick snow accumulations.  Most of the snow pack 
has melted by June 15th, but has returned by September 30th.  The entire TCG is underlain by discontinuous 
permafrost (Source—U.S. Weather Service on-line ‘2017 US Climate Data, McGrath, Alaska’).
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Figure 5.1  Location Map showing Locations of Tolstoi Claim Group in Kuskokwim Mountains, Silver Phoenix’s Lichen Prospect south of Denali 
Highway, principle communities, and existing transportation infrastructure; from Series E Map of Alaska 
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Figure 5.2  Upper Beaver Creek east of the Tolstoi Claim Group, illustrating the U-Shaped profile caused by 
glacial erosion.   

 

Figure 5.3 DC-6 at McGrath Airport in 2008.  Fuel supplied by Crowley Marine, lodging offered by McGrath 
B&B, Inc., several restaurants, and a Northern Commercial Company store are all available in the community.   
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6  Property History  

6.1 Historical Exploration and Ownership, Tolstoi Claim Group 

Much of this review is derived from the ARDF Files of the Iditarod Quadrangle (Bundtzen et. al (2003).  
Mineralization within the Tolstoi Claim Group was mapped and sampled by the Alaska Division of 
Geological and Geophysical Surveys and the U.S. Geological Survey from 1979-to-1985.  The QP discovered 
the Cirque deposit in 1981.  Subsequent to public releases of information, the Anaconda Minerals Company 
sampled and mapped mineralization within the Tolstoi Claim Group area in 1981 (D. Obolewitz, oral 
communication. with QP, 1981).  Noranda Exploration, Inc. mapped and sampled mineralization in the 
Tolstoi Claim Group in 1983 (John Dunbier, pers. communication. with QP, 1983).  Both mineral firms 
either left Alaska or were dissolved by 1984.     

From 1989-to-1990, Battle Mountain Mining Company (Battle Mountain) mapped and sampled 
mineralization in the area (Szumigala, 1993).  Battle Mountain abandoned their Alaska exploration activities in 
the early 1990s.   

In 2007, Silver Phoenix Resources, Inc. acquired 84 State of Alaska Mining Claims in the Beaver Mountains, 
and established the Tolstoi Claim Group.  Silver Phoenix reduced the size of the claim group 2013, but 
increased the claim count again in 2016 and again in 2017.  In 2009, Full Metal Minerals acquired a large 
block of mining claims along the southeast edge of the TCG near Crater Mountain.  Those claims were 
subsequently dropped several years later.    

6.2  Historical Mineral Resource and Mineral Reserve Estimates  

There are no NI43-101 compliant resources or reserves that are known within the Tolstoi Claim Group.   

6.3  Historical Production  

There is no historic mineral production known from the Tolstoi Claim Group.   
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7  Geologic Setting  

7.1 Regional Geologic Setting  

The geology of the Beaver Mountains area has been summarized by a number of workers, including Mertie 
(1936), Decker and other (1994), Miller and Bundtzen (1994), Bundtzen and Miller (1997), Wilson and others 
(1998), Miller and others (2002); and  (Wilson and other, 2015).   

Bedrock geologic units in the Beaver Mountains area formed after older litho-tectonic terranes had been 
amalgamated into the North American continental margin in mid-Cretaceous time.  The deposition of the 
mid-to-Late Cretaceous Kuskokwim Group flysch basin was followed by extrusion of Late Cretaceous 
Beaver Mountains volcanic field and the intrusion of the Beaver Mountains pluton of intermediate 
composition.  The Beaver Mountains pluton thermally alters both the Kuskokwim sedimentary flysch basin 
on the north as well as the Beaver Mountains volcanic field to the south.  Together the plutonic and volcanic                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
rocks form the Beaver Mountains volcano-plutonic complex, one of thirteen that occur throughout the 
Kuskokwim Mineral Belt (Bundtzen and Miller, 1997).  Metallic mineralization within the TCG is related to 
this complex.  The Beaver Mountains volcano-plutonic complex had been isotopically dated at 69-72 Ma, 
about the same age as mineralized igneous rocks in the Iditarod, Donlin Creek and the Russian and Horn 
Mountains areas to the south.  A regional strike-slip fault, the Ganes-Yankee Creek fault, which controls gold 
lodes in the Ganes Creek area to the east, intersects the southern part of the Beaver Mountains igneous 
complex.  Figure 7.1 illustrates the regional geology of the area, which identifies the Beaver Mountains area.   

       

 
                                                                                                    10 Miles 
 

Figure 7.1   Regional geology of western Alaska (northern Iditarod quadrangle) showing Beaver Mountains 
volcanic-plutonic complex in central part of figure; with older subaerial volcanic (TKvi, Kvi) intruded by a 
composite pluton of monz-diorite to quartz monzonite TKgd).  The volcanic and plutonic rocks range in age 
from 69-to-72 Ma and are considered to be roughly co-magmatic.  The older sedimentary rocks the 
Kuskokwim Group (Kk, Kkn), range in age from 77-to-95 Ma.  Older Jurassic ophiolite (Jium) are also shown.  
From Wilson and others, 1998 
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7.2  Regional Geophysical Data  

Regional gravity data for the general Beaver Mountains area was summarized by Barnes (1977) and Meyer and 
Saltus (1996).  A reconnaissance magnetic survey was flown over the Beaver Mountains area in 1979 for the 
National Uranium Resource Evaluation Program (NURE) using a broad, six mile flight line spacing.  This 
data was merged was later processed with information from other quadrangles (Meyer and Saltus (1995).  
More recently, the Alaska Department of Natural Resources, geological survey division, flew the general 
Innoko River area, which included the Beaver Mountains upland and adjacent areas (Burns and others, 2015).  
Broadly, the Beaver Mountains upland is reflected as a magnetic low that contrasts with higher magnetic units 
of the Kuskokwim Group and ophiolite rocks to the northwest.  The magnetic low signature of the Late 
Cretaceous igneous is due to their geochemical composition.  The Beaver Mountains stock is an ilmenite 
series (magnetite deficient) intrusive suite.  Although these geophysical studies have aided in the subdivision 
of basic rock units in the Beaver Mountains area and helped identify major fault zones; i.e., the Nixon-
Iditarod fault, the published geophysical data provides only limited use in the detailed studies undertaken of 
the mineral deposits in the Tolstoi Claim Group.    

7.3  Geology of  Tolstoi Claim Group   

Figure 7.2 is a more detailed geologic map of the Tolstoi Claim Group area, adopted from Bundtzen and 
Laird (1982).  In this more detailed geologic coverage, five (5) volcanic units ranging in composition from 
mafic (basaltic andesite) to felsic (air fall tuffs).  Existing evidence suggests all volcanic rocks are subaerial 
(non-marine); the flows-to-tuff upward sequence is similar to that observed in the Horn Mountains volcanic-
plutonic complex near Aniak (Bundtzen and others, 1999).  The 69-71 Ma intrusive rocks, which range in 
composition from monzo-diorite to quartz monzonite, intrude and locally assimilate the slightly older 
volcanic rocks.  Although the intrusive cuts and partially assimilates the overlying volcanic strata, the volcanic 
and plutonic rocks are thought to be co-magmatic, with the intrusive suite representing a magma chamber of 
a Late Cretaceous stratovolcano.   

Although varying compositionally most rock types contain variable amounts of biotite, clinopyroxene 
(tourmaline) oligoclase-to-albite, and orthoclase.  Rare samples contain olivine.  When this occurs, a reaction 
series centers on olivine, with clinopyroxene and biotite successively rimming the olivine core.  This suggests 
that the magma chamber differentiated in place.  One unusual feature of the igneous rocks is the pervasive 
presence of tourmaline in the groundmass of the syenite phases of the intrusion. Although tourmaline is 
generally interpreted to be formed during post magmatic hydrothermal alteration, some textures suggest that 
it comprises a melt (?) mineral locally.  Figure 7.3 show tourmaline-bearing intrusive phases encountered   
within the Tolstoi Claim Group. A weak, pervasive potassic alteration occurs in samples of intrusive rocks.   

Bundtzen and Laird (1982), Szumigala (1993) and Bundtzen and Miller (1997) all provide geochemical 
analyses of igneous rocks within the Beaver Mountains volcanic-plutonic complex.  The igneous rocks are 
alkali-calcic, and contain slightly enriched 87Sr/86Sr ratios (up to 0.7065), suggesting some crustal 
contamination of the magmas.  These and other workers concluded that the Beaver Mountains and related 
volcanic-plutonic complexes in the Kuskokwim Mineral Belt formed in a back arc setting.  Table 7.1 contain 
analytical results of igneous rock types examined during 2011 within the TCG.  The heterogeneous nature of 
the results confirm the variability of rock compositions observed in the field.  Distinctive high angle fault 
zones cut intrusive and volcanic units.  The faults occur as a conjugate set; one striking north 70o East and 
the other North 05o East.  Each fault system is recognized as clear lineaments recognized on aerial 
photographs, as zones of shear at specific station locales, and as vertical surfaces that  
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Figure 7.2  1:63,360 scale geologic map of the Beaver Mountains mineralized area illustrating detailed geologic 
features. 
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Table 7.1 Summary some of selected igneous compositions encountered by PRGCI during 2007 and 2011 in the 
TCG.  All values are in percent.  Analyses by ALS Minerals.  

Sample 203781 203787 205805 205823 205828 205864 205873 
SiO2 62.51 51.67 65.73 62.61 55.15 76.85 72.77 

Al2O3 17.62 12.25 16.46 15.53 14.12 12.75 14.72 
Fe2O3 4.23 8.94 3.49 5.49 7.01 3.59 4.14 
CaO 3.16 6.09 2.01 2.76 9.03 0.63 1.01 
MgO 1.75 12.75 1.02 2.87 7.46 2.21 2.64 
Na2O 3.25 1.96 3.23 2.52 2.63 0.56 0.59 
K2O 5.82 3.79 6.46 3.91 1.89 0.14 0.05 

Cr2O3 0.01 0.16 <0.01 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.02 
TiO2 0.70 0.80 0.61 0.70 0.72 0.53 0.60 
MnO 0.06 0.15 0.04 0.08 0.20 0.03 0.01 
P2O5 0.190 0.486 0.140 0.231 0.213 0.147 0.205 
SrO 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.02 0.01 
BaO 0.19 0.17 0.16 0.14 0.19 <0.01 <0.01 
LOI 0.36 0.55 0.78 1.48 1.02 1.50 1.72 
Total 99.90 99.81 100.15 98.37 99.71 98.96 98.49 
Rock 
type 

Alkali Monzonite  
Km (Fig 7.2) 

Mafic Volcanic 
Kvm (Fig 7.2) 

Alkali Syenite 
Ksy (Fig 7.2) 

Monzonite 
Km (Fig 7.2) 

Monzo-Diorite 
Kmd (Fig 7.2) 

Granite 
Kqm (Fig 7.2) 

 

Quartz Monzonite 
Kqm (Fig 7.2) 

 

  
 Figure 7.3   LEFT  Photomicrograph of altered syenite at station #290379 showing small tourmaline rosettes 
near center of image; crossed Nichols at 75X; RIGHT photomicrograph of tourmaline charged syenite 
porphyry at station #290385 showing large blue-green tourmaline grains;  crossed Nichols at 75X   
 

truncate rock units.  The southern area of the claim group cut by at least four (4) faults, each striking north 
60-75o east and dipping 75-85o northwest.  This is known as the ‘Cirque Structural Zone’ (CSZ). Further to 
the north, a parallel zone is known as the ‘Beaver Creek Structural Zone’ (BCSZ).  Both structural zones are 
mineralized, and will be describe in a future chapter.  The unnamed faults that strike north 05o east and dip 
essentially vertical appear to be un-mineralized.  Both fault sets formed shortly after emplacement of the 
pluton in a northeast-striking zone of dextral shear, with the latter opening up the former fractures.
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Figure 7.4  Shear trench of the main strand of the Cirque-Main high angle fault within the Cirque Structural 
Zone, looking east-northeast.  This is includes the discovery zone in the center of the photo.  Note that the 
upper portion of the vein narrows as it approaches the ridge summit, where it cuts volcanic rock.  The lower 
portion of the vein-fault features a thickened portion thought be opened up by tensional stress along the shear.  
The total vertical component of the vein fault shown here is about 1,250 feet (380 m).  Note geologist in lower 
part of photo for scale. 
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8   Mineral Deposit Types  
 
The QP classifies the mineralization identified in the Tolstoi Claim Group into three conventional mineral 
deposit types: 
 
 Copper-gold-silver-bearing polymetallic veins (Cox and Singer (1986) deposit model 22c; 

 Base metal-precious metal-bearing tourmaline breccia pipes (Cox and Singer (1986) deposit model 

20b; and  

 Molybdenum-chalcopyrite stockwork; probably Cox and Singer (1986) deposit model 21a  

 
All of these deposits are found within the Beaver Mountains volcanic-plutonic complex and are preferentially 
hosted in the intrusive suite. Polymetallic veins (model 22c) usually occur in continental margin and island arc 
environments, and can be associated with porphyry Cu-Mo systems (model 21a).  Textures observe in 
polymetallic veins include comb structure, and both grussification, and coliform textures, all of which occur 
in the veins of the Cirque Structural Zone.  
 
The ubiquitous presence of tourmaline in the polymetallic veins in the Cirques structural zone and Beaver 
Creek structural zone, contrast with most polymetallic veins reported in the literature (Cox and Singer (1986).   
The polymetallic veins in the Cirque structural zone resemble the copper-enriched silver-gold veins in the 
Wallapai district (Arizona), and the Maryville district (Montana).   
 
In past years, the QP questioned whether or not some disseminated mineralization in the Tolstoi Claim 
Group constituted a true porphyry deposit type.  Previously studied fluid inclusion data from quartz veins in 
the Tolstoi Claim Group are usually small, liquid rich, NaCl poor, and contain no daughter products.  Fluid 
inclusion in known porphyries are generally contain high salinities, abundant daughter products, and evidence 
of double boiling.  In 2011, the QP and porphyry copper consultant Dennis Cox conducted a reconnaissance 
level alteration study in the Tolstoi Claim Group.  A distinct potassic alteration assemblage was pervasive 
throughout the Tolstoi Claim Group and some clasts of felstite within monzonite and syenite contain 
chalcopyrite bearing stock work.  Halite was found in one sample (AK05).  During 2015-2017, the QP 
mapped and sampled a stock work quartz veinlet system near the Tolstoi tourmaline breccia pipe that 
contained elevated Mo, Cu, Re, Cu, and Au values.    
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9  Mineralization  
 
Mineralization in the Tolstoi Claim Group consists of:   
 
 Semi-massive sulfide-quartz carbonate veins in the Cirque Structural Zone;  

 
 Massive tourmaline replacement with disseminated sulfide in the Tolstoi, Breccia pipe; 

 
 Tourmaline sulfide-quartz vein mineralization in the Beaver Creek structural zone; and 

 
 Sulfide-quartz stock work southeast of the Tolstoi Breccia pipe. 

 

Figure 9.1 illustrates the textural components and mineralogical constituents in the central and southwest 
extensions of the Cirque Structural Zone, including the discovery area @ station 203822.  Figure 9.2 are 
images from locales along the North 70o East strike of the Cirque Structural Zone as it approaches Ganes 
Creek.  The images in Figures 9.1 and 9.2 represent about 2.4 kilometers of lateral strike length.  The most 
abundant sulfide mineral is chalcopyrite followed by pyrite, arsenopyrite, bornite, and minor amounts of 
galena, sphalerite, stibnite, and argentiferous sulfosalts.  Significant copper-gold-silver mineralization occurs 
along the entire strike of the Cirque Structural Zone, but there appears to be an increase in lead and zinc 
values in a northeasterly direction.  Beside quartz gangue, significant carbonate makes up to 50 percent of the 
vein gangue in the central part of the zone.  The source of the locally abundant carbonate is unknown.  As 
the vein cuts upward into the volcanic cap rocks, gangue mineralogy and textures change.  The boron mineral 
axinite appears in local abundance as a gangue mineral as well as chlorite and Fe-carbonate and ore textures 
(see images A and D; Figure 9.2) resemble epithermal styles with floating clasts and coliform silica 
accumulations.   
 
Limited petrographic analysis using reflected light and microprobe techniques have helped understand the 
origin of the silver values.  The silver minerals stromeyrite, acanthite, and weibullite have been identified in 
association with tetrahedrite grains interlocked with chalcopyrite and as blebs in arsenopyrite.  The silver 
values in the mineralization are thus non-refractory.  The origin of significant gold values in the Tolstoi Claim 
Group is uncertain.  The very best gold values seem to be in association with arsenopyrite; however, more 
mineralogical work will be necessary.    
 
Figure 9.3 illustrates the textural components and mineralogical constituents of mineralization in the northern 
portion of the TCG.  The massive amounts of tourmaline is well-illustrated in image A from the Tolstoi 
Breccia pipe.   
 
Late in the exploration cycle, molybdenite mineralization associated with quartz stock work was recognized 
about 400 meters southeast of the high grade vein described above.  The zone bearing the stock work is 
about 125 by 75 meters in size.  In some samples, tiny grains of chalcopyrite were also recognized.  The most   
notable result of sampling the molybdenite-bearing stock work is the persistence presence of elevated gold. 
Elevated tellurium (i.e., up to 88.1 ppm in 203772) found in mineralized zones throughout the Tolstoi Claim 
Group suggest the presence of tellurides in the area.  
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Figure 9.1  Images of Mineralization in Central and Southwestern portion of Cirque Structural Zone A--Semi 
massive chalcopyrite with minor quartz gangue @ station 203822 in Cirque Structural Zone, which contains 
9.06 percent Cu, 703.0 g/t Ag, and 2.048 g/t Au; B—Arsenopyrite-rich portion of altered syenite; @ station  
203820, which contains  11.11 g/t Au, 1.00 percent As, 0.26 percent Cu, and 31.0 g/t Ag; C—Photomicrograph 
(crossed nicols @ 75X) at station 290387, showing chalcopyrite (yellow) and tertrahedrite (gray) intruding 
along fractures; green blebs in tetrahedrite are stromeryite grains.  Sample contains 5.53 percent Cu, 225.0 g/t 
Ag, and 1.12 g/t Au.  D--Photomicrograph showing the silver selenide weibullite? in arsenopyrite at sample 
station 07BT305; assays 0.99 percent Cu, 47.8 g/t Ag, 0.04 g/t Au, 464 ppm Bi, and 88.1 ppm Te. 
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Figure 9.2  Images of mineralization in northeastern extension of Cirque Structural Zone A--Chalcopyrite-
bornite-rich vein breccia from Cirque-Lake deposit @ #203828, which contains 9.87 percent Cu, 214.0 
grams/tonne Ag, and 0.990 grams/tonne Au.  B-- Quartz-axinite-chlorite-carbonate vein mineralization from 
projection of Cirque-Main deposit a head of Ganes Creek, illustrating igneous affiliation with vein here hosted 
in basaltic andesite; C—Clast of chalcopyrite and galena encased in brown carbonate from Cirque-Main 
deposit @ #203811, which contained 2.30 percent Cu,  0.81 percent Pb, 604 grams/tonne Ag, and 3.52 
grams/tonne Au; D-- Cirque-Main zone about 300 meters west of Ganes Creek illustrating ‘epithermal’ texture 
in volcanic host lithology there @ #204831, which contained 2.80 percent Cu, 3.66 percent Pb, 3.95 percent As, 
274 grams/tonne Ag, and 2.93 grams/tonne Au.  
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Figure 9.3  Mineralization from Beaver Creek Structural Zone and Tolstoi Breccia Pipe in northern portion of 
Tolstoi Claim Group.  A--Massive tourmaline replacement texture in syenite @ Tolstoi Breccia Pipe @ 
#203784, which contained 0.19 percent Cu and 3.1 grams/tonne Ag.  B—Mineralized quartz-carbonate vein 
with malachite at  203826—note brecciated nature of mineralization;  C—Molybdenite quartz stock work veins 
@ 290385 south of Tolstoi Breccia Pipe contains 885 ppm Mo, 6.76 g/t Au, and 3.010 g/t Re; D—Molybdenite 
stock work @ 290384 south of Tolstoi Breccia Pipe contains 1,730 ppm Mo, 7.701 g/t Re, and 43 ppb Au.   
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10  Exploration 

10.1 Overview  

Historical exploration activity has been limited to surface sampling of mineralized rock formations and 
limited stream sediment and soil sampling.  Besides the work that the QP has been directly involved in, the 
publically released work of Battle Mountain Gold Company has been used to assist in the exploration of the 
Tolstoi Claim Group.  Although values of up to 12.1 g/t gold were reported from mineralized zones in the 
Beaver Mountains by Szumigala (1993), the QP decided to use only data acquired under his supervision. 
From 2007-to-2017, 428 sample stations were acquired in the Tolstoi Claim Group area.  A majority of these 
(357 or 83%) were for rock chip assays, while the remaining 17% was for major oxide, petrographic, soil, and 
stream sediment analyses.  Table 10.1 lists the geochemical exploration samples collected by PRGCI.    

PRGCI relied on published geologic mapping by State and Federal agencies as their framework geologic base 
during their mineral exploration programs, and for regional geochemical surveys.  These include those 
published by McGimsey and others (1988), Miller and Bundtzen (1998), Wilson and others (1998), and 
Bundtzen and Laird (1982).  Laird (2010 a, b, c) compiled federal agency and accessible private minerals data.    

Table 10.1 Summary of sample stations in Tolstoi Claim Group, 2007-2016    

Sample 
Year 

Mineralized rock 
chips (assay) 

Unaltered rock 
(major oxide) 

Petrographic 
(thin section) 

Soil 
 (assay) 

Stream Sediment 
(assay) 

Total 

2007 22 2 6 NA NA 30 
2008 35 NA NA 14 12 61 
2009 98 NA NA NA NA 98 
2010 52 NA NA NA NA 52 
2011 70 5 NA NA 16 91  
2012 49 NA NA NA NA 49 
2013 NA NA 4 NA NA 4 
2015 9 (1) NA 5 NA NA 14 
2016 7 NA 5 NA NA 12 
2017 15 NA 2 NA NA 17 

TOTAL 357 7 22 14 28 428 
(1) Includes large 30 kg sample taken from Cirque discovery zone for mineralogical work and assay confirmation 

10.2  Exploration of Cirque Structural Zone 

The original Cirque Structural Zone (CSZ) investigation, which was published by the Alaska Department of 
Natural Resources in 1982, mapped and tested a high angle fault structure exposed in a steep, precipitous 
gully nested in a glacial cirque headwall.  The vein-fault trends North 60-70o East and dipped about 75o 
Northwest.  The prospect was named ‘Cirque’ after the prominent headwall where it was exposed.  Semi-
massive sulfides in association with tourmaline and quartz are conspicuously present.  Channel samples were 
cut along fractions of the vein in three (3) locations along a strike of about 90 meters. The geologic sketch 
and preliminary assay data is shown in Figure 10.1 and Table 10.2.  During subsequent years, the U.S. 
Geological Survey and several private firms mapped and sampled the area (McGimsey et al (1988).   Detailed 
geological investigations by the QP were resumed in 2008, when four parallel structures were mapped and 
sampled along a northeasterly strike for about 2.4 kilometers (1.5 miles).  Lack of rock control to both the 
southwest and northeast terminated the investigation. Most of the additional work completed during claim 
assessment activities was completed in 2010.  Figure 10.2 depicts the locations of the structural elements and 
sampling control available in the CSZ. Table 10.3 show results from mainly chip sample locales along the 
CSZ.  Appendix II provides selected incremental anomalous values for copper, silver, and gold.  
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Figure 10.1 Original map of Cirque prospect from Bundtzen and Laird (1982). 

Table 10.2 Assays for Cirque prospect from Bundtzen and Laird (1982)  

Station # Cu (%) Pb (%) Zn (%) Au (g/t)  Ag (g/t)  As (%) Bi (ppm) Remarks 
81BT501a 3.00 3.00 0.40 ND 663.4 ND ND 2.5 foot channel tourmaline greisen  
81BT501b 20.00 ND 0.20 ND 1,105.7 ND 2,000.0 3.0 foot channel, tourmaline greisen 
81BT501c 21.05 ND 0.08 ND 884.6 ND ND 1.5 foot channel, tourmaline greisen 

 

Since 2007, PRGCI mapped and sampled four separate, mineralized vein faults.  The two most conspicuous 
are the Cirque Main and Cirque Lake zones.  Most of the structures strike North 65-75o East and generally 
dip steeply to the northwest.  Evidence of shearing and slickenside are readily observed at most mineralized 
sites. The Cirque Structural Zone cuts both underlying monzonite-to-syenite plutonic rocks and overlying 
volcanic rocks.   The vein-faults are thickest in the plutonic rocks.  Veins cutting the overlying volcanic rocks 
appear to narrow and weaken up-section.  Tensional stress along the Cirque Main deposit has opened up the 
fault zone to a width up to 7.0 meters (see Figure 7.4); average widths, where measured, ranges from 2.5-to-
3.5 meters.  Vertical extent ranges from 2,400 to 3,550 feet in elevation, a vertical range for mineralization of 
1,250 feet (380 m).  

The zones are characterized by disseminated to semi-massive accumulations of chalcopyrite and arsenopyrite 
and minor bornite, galena, and sulfosalts (stibnite and tetrahedrite) in a gangue of quartz and locally 
significant carbonate.  The source of the carbonate is not known.  Besides the Cu, Ag, As, Au, Bi, and Pb, the 
zones contain minor concentrations of Te, Sb, and W.  Some lateral metal zonation is apparent. The highest 
silver-copper values occur to the southwest whereas lead and antimony seem to occur to the northeast.   
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Figure 10.2 Geologic structures in Cirque Structural Zone showing traces of known high angle vein-faults and 
chip sample locations; assay data keyed to Table 10.3.  Red Line indicate original claim locales. 
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Table 10.3 Assays of metalliferous vein-fault zones in Cirque Structural Zone (CSZ), Beaver Mountains, Western Alaska; highest value of each element 
bolded (1).   

Map ID Sample ID Au (g/t) Ag (g/t) As (%) Bi 
(ppm) Cu (%) Pb (%) Brief Description 

1 206278 13.60 35.3 >1.00 43.0 0.10 0.09 resampled zone at 203820 
2 203820 11.11 31.0 >1.00 113.0 0.27 0.09 arsenic-rich SW extension of the Cirque Main Zone; grab sample 
3 204594 4.38 49.0 4.40 34.1 0.09 0.78 N55E strike of tourmaline-quartz-arsenopyrite-galena vein; grab 
4 204595 3.18 27.7 8.74 11.9 0.05 0.70           N55E strike of tourmaline-quartz-arsenopyrite-galena vein; grab 
5 204593 0.18 23.1 7.52 4.7 0.10 0.84 N65E striking tourmaline-sulfide in SW extension, Cirque Main Zone; grab 
6 203822 2.05 703.0 >1.00 629.0 9.05 0.54 1.3 meter chip sample, greisen vein, Cirque Main Zone 
7 290387 1.12 255.0 0.30 78.5 5.53 0.25 composite 25 kg sample of Cirque Main Zone, discovery trench area 
8 203039 0.13 351.0 <0.01 1,541.0 10.70 0.07 grab sample of semi-massive chalcopyrite, Cirque Main Zone 
9 203811 3.52 604.0 0.72 225.0 2.30 0.80 3.0 meter chip sample, sulfide vein, Cirque Main Zone (resample 81BT501a) 
10 204002 0.07 154.0 <0.01 232.0 4.83 0.05 3.0 meter chip sample, quartz-sulfide vein, Cirque Main Zone 
11 204001 0.20 214.0 0.02 424.0 6.17 0.10 1.7 meter chip sample, chalcopyrite-rich vein, Cirque Main Zone 
12 203815 2.83 372.0 0.59 273.0 11.33 >1.00 1.0 meter chip sample, sulfide vein, Cirque Main Zone 
13 203814 0.18 283.0 0.03 202.0 10.48 0.05 1.0 meter chip sample, sulfide vein, Cirque Main Zone 

13.1 290395 0.79 171.0 0.19 65.1 3.64 0.04 Sample from lower Cirque Main zone 2.0 meter chip 
13.2 290397 0.41 147.0 0.16 28.1 2.39 0.04 2.5 meter channel across Cirque Main 50 meters west of  81BT501a  
14 204005 0.09 18.0 0.01 32.0 0.49 0.01 5.0 meter chip sample at cirque base; vein between Main and Lake Zones 
15 207033 0.13 220.0 0.03 155.0 3.16 0.05 1.0 meter chip sample across N65E strike of another echelon vein 
16 207032 0.07 143.0 <0.01 135.0 3.90 0.02 1.0 meter chip sample, N58E strike vein; below intrusive-volcanic contact 
17 207037 3.67 125.0 0.95 305.0 0.32 0.39 2.0 meter chip sample across N60E strike of sulfide-rich, vein fault in andesite 
18 207038 0.74 53.4 0.25 178.0 1.67 0.05 2.0 meter chip sample across N64E strike of quartz-sulfide zone in andesite 
19 207029 1.10 56.1 0.12 295.0 0.89 0.04 1.5 meter sample chip across N64E strike vein; Cirque Main Zone near ridge 
20 203828 0.37 269.0 0.06 797.0 7.12 0.03 chalcopyrite and bornite, Lake Zone; grab sample 
21 203829 0.99 214.0 0.01 218.0 9.87 0.03  chalcopyrite-rich gossan, Lake Zone; grab sample 
22 203908 0.22 11.0 0.04 18.0 0.45 0.02 5.0 meter chip sample with disseminated chalcopyrite, Lake Zone extension 
23 203916 0.20 4.0 0.01 27.0 0.06 0.03 strongly brecciated component of quartz sulfide, Lake Zone; grab sample 
24 203825 0.28 347.0 0.02 41.0 14.20 0.03 1.0 meter chip sample, Lake Zone 
25 203824 5.03 400.0 >1.00 327.0 5.70 0.32 1.3 meter chip sample, sulfide gossan with chalcopyrite, bornite, Lake Zone 
26 203917 0.18 14.0 0.03 56.0 20.40 0.04 massive chalcopyrite-bornite, Lake Zone; grab sample 

26.1 290396 0.13 318.0 0.04 9.4 15.05 <0.01 massive chalcopyrite-bornite, Lake Zone; 2.0 meter chip-channel 
27 204576 0.81 0.6 1.02 27.5 0.01 0.08 1.7 meter chip sample, euhedral quartz with arsenopyrite; Lake Zone 
28 207035 2.05 2.9 >1.00 14.0 0.02 0.06 arsenopyrite-stibnite vein in monzonite; grab 
29 204577 1.01 52.3 0.52 14.7 0.82 0.17 quartz vein in andesite with 10% sulfides (pyrite-rich); grab 
30 207036 1.97 12.5 >1.00 14.0 0.07 0.08 2.0 meter chip sample across arsenopyrite-sulfosalt zone in monzonite 
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Map ID Sample ID Au (g/t) Ag (g/t) As (%) Bi 
(ppm) Cu (%) Pb (%) Brief Description 

31 207039 1.39 55.3 0.92 27.0 0.72 0.15 1.5 meter chip sample across N64E strike of quartz-sulfide zone in andesite 
32 207043 0.42 44.4 0.14 20.0 0.02 0.11 weak stock work vein zone in volcanic rocks 
33 207042 2.09 36.4 0.64 9.0 1.93 0.09 NE striking vein fault with chalcopyrite cutting andesite; grab 
34 204009 0.08 107.0 0.11 136.0 3.21 0.06 5.0 meter chip,  N65E shear, sulfides, between Cirque Main and Lake Zone 
35 204495 1.99 132.0 1.07 40.4 1.10 0.95 1.0 meter chip sample, quartz-sulfides, between Cirque Main and Lake Zones 
36 204832 1.24 258.0 1.51 364.0 2.46 1.96 2.0 meter chip sample, ‘epithermal’ textured sulfides, projected Main Zone 
37 204717 1.84 281.0 3.46 282.0 1.33 3.46 sample of projected Main Zone west of Ganes Creek area; grab 
38 204831 2.93 274.0 3.95 366.0 2.80 3.66 2.0 meter chip sample, ‘epithermal’ textured sulfides, projected Main Zone 

38.1 290398 1.22 77.2 >1.00 12.3 0.09 0.97 Relocate 30 meters east of  204717 epithermal vein zone  
39 204818 0.52 89.0 0.42 45.5 0.02 0.87 1.0 meter chip sample of vein-fault in andesite 
40 203912 0.19 77.0 0.23 61.0 0.10 0.88 2 meter chip sample, quartz-sulfides in andesite, NE extension Lake Zone 
41 203909 0.11 64.0 0.07 35.0 0.73 0.40 3 meter chip sample North Ganes vein-fault, disseminated sulfides, malachite 
42 204014 0.06 25.0 0.01 64.0 0.43 0.02 North Ganes NE striking vein-fault north of other Cirque structures 
43 203918 0.05 13.0 0.04 42.0 0.09 0.03 8.0 meter chip sample, Ganes Creek headwall, possible extension Main Zone 
44 203038 0.04 ND <0.01 7.0 0.05 0.01 sample of quartz-sulfide vein, Cirque Main Zone; grab 
(1) Analyses by ALS Minerals COA FA07131915, FA09073935, FA100001273, FA12174305, and Alaska Assay Laboratories, Inc. Job no. 26977 

         

Figure 10.3    LEFT—Channel being collected in Cirque Main mineralized Vein Fault in Cirque Structural Zone, 2017 near #290397; RIGHT  Close-up of 
Cirque Structural Zone showing inplace semi-massive chalcopyrite mineralization near historic sample site 81BT501a.
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10.3  Exploration of Tolstoi-North Area 

The northern portion of the Tolstoi Claim Group is informally designated Tolstoi-North; a.k.a. Beaver Creek 
Structural Zone.  It includes claims T11 to T40 (see Figure 4.1) at the head of Beaver Creek valley in the core 
of the Beaver Mountains.  Figure 10.3 and Table 10.4 summarize results from the Tolstoi-North area.  
Exploration has focused on conspicuous veinlet and quartz stock work-bearing fault zones striking from 
North 50o East to North 75o East and averaging about North 70o East, dipping steeply to vertically where 
measured.  The four basic components sampled and mapped included: 1) a high grade gold-bearing vein-fault 
(@ 204583); 2) a concentration of semi-massive tourmaline in the Tolstoi Breccia type zone; and 3) 
disseminated stock work that contains visible molybdenite and chalcopyrite; and 4) numerous small vein-
faults that cut mostly high level intrusive rock series of the Beaver Mountains stock.   

Morphological and mineralogical aspects of metal prospects in the Tolstoi North area are similar to those in 
the Cirque Structural Zone but the Tolstoi-North prospects contain generally less silver, copper, and bismuth 
values.  Significant molybdenum and rhenium have been found in the Tolstoi North area, which are absent in 
the Cirque Structural Zone.   

From the data observed in Figure 10.4, a North 70o East-striking mineralized zone approximately one mile 
long  links the sample clusters 1-30;  37-46; 58-59, 66-68, and 71-72.  This is the central strand of the Beaver 
Creek Structural Zone.  Within this zone, numerous, generally thin, vein-fault and stock work quartz-sulfide 
veinlet zones along NE-striking, high angle faults containing variable amounts of disseminated pyrite, 
arsenopyrite, chalcopyrite in quartz-tourmaline vein gangue (see Table 10.4; Figure 10.4).    

The highest gold and silver values occur in the southwestern part of the Beaver Creek Structural Zone, where   
vein-fault mineralization near a high ridge summit yielded, in 2009, high values of gold (142.0 g/t), silver (295 
g/t) and bismuth (797 g/t) at station 204583.  In 2010, the site was reoccupied @ station 204911, which 
yielded values of 86.0 g/t gold, 242 g/t silver, and 502 g/t bismuth—thus confirming the earlier high 
precious metal grades. The vein can be traced westward for a lateral distance of about 275 meters, before 
dropping into the glacially covered colluvium in the valley floor of Billy Goat Creek. 

To the east of the ridge summit, the fault zone can be traced to the northeast starting at the base of a steep 
hill, where several North 70o East-aligned shears contain stock work-style quartz mineralization with visible 
molybdenite and chalcopyrite (map no. 37-42, Figure 103; Table 10.4).  This conspicuous stock work zone 
near the Beaver Creek cirque floor, shown in Figure 10.4, yielded the following results: 1) nearly all samples 
contain elevated gold averaging 1.21 g/t; and 2) the molybdenite bearing samples contain elevated values of 
rhenium.  A similar molybdenum-gold-silver-copper bearing zone occurs to the northeast along the Beaver 
Creek Structural Zone at roughly the same elevation (map no. 68-69, Figure 10.4; Table 10.4). 

Tourmaline breccia mineralization from the southeast edge of the Tolstoi breccia pipe was tested at stations 
205687, 205698, 205690 and 205792, where assays  results reveal elevated gold (up to 2.04 g/t), silver (up to 
104 g/t), and arsenic (up to 0.58%).  These results confirm that promising potential exists in this large zone 
of metasomatic replacement, much of which is located north of the current Tolstoi Claim Group.   

Appendix II provides selected incremental anomalous color-coded metal values from the Tolstoi North area.   
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Figure  10.4  Geologic Structures in Beaver Creek Structural Zone and Tolstoi Breccia Pipe, showing traces of 
known high-angle vein-faults and chip sample locations; assay data keyed to Table 10.4.     
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Table 10.4 Assays of metalliferous vein-fault zones in Tolstoi-North area, Beaver Mountains, Western Alaska; highest value of each element bolded (1)   

Map ID Sample ID Au 
(g/t) 

Ag 
(g/t) 

As 
(%) 

Bi 
(ppm) 

Cu 
(%) 

Mo 
(ppm) 

Re 
(ppm) 

Pb 
(%) Brief Description 

1 204592 0.12 13.3 <0.01 11.2 0.87 1.77 <0.001 <0.01 FeOx fractured veins in volcanic cap rocks; grab 
2 205218 0.08 2.2 <0.01 6.0 0.33 1.00 NA <0.01 exposed 1.0 meter chip sample of sulfide greisen vein in monzonite 
3 204591 0.06 14.8 <0.01 4.9 0.56 1.97 <0.001 <0.01  2.0 meter chip sample in tourmaline-quartz zone with sulfides 

4 205217 0.01 27.1 <0.01 5.0 0.23 2.00 NA <0.01 1.5 meter chip sample of tourmaline greisen in monzonite; impressive 
mineralization at crest of hill 

5 204917 0.15 33.3 0.05 102.0 1.19 2.00 <0.001 <0.01 volcanic rock with bornite, chalcopyrite and pyrite 
6 205216 0.05 2.7 <0.01 11.0 0.11 ND NA <0.01 medium to coarse grained augite monzonite near tourmaline breccia pipe 
7 204972 0.21 7.6 0.02 16.0 0.37 1.00 NA <0.01 outcrop of sulfides and tourmaline vein in monzonite 
8 204946 0.91 78.9 0.07 75.0 1.87 3.00 NA <0.01 greisen veins, 2-5 cm thick, in monzonite 
9 204916 1.80 33.8 0.16 78.0 0.28 3.00 <0.001 <0.01 drusy, sulfide-bearing quartz veins in massive tourmaline 
10 205214 0.20 32.0 0.03 53.0 0.88 6.00 NA <0.01  coarse-grained syenite is NE shear; chloritized tourmaline greisen 
11 204947 0.51 15.7 0.05 37.0 2.12 3.00 NA <0.01 tourmaline greisen with quartz;  in porphyritic monzonite 
12 204920 0.26 14.4 0.03 19.0 0.53 2.00 <0.001 <0.01 drusy, sulfide-bearing (chalcopyrite and pyrite) quartz veins in tourmaline 
13 204973 1.62 16.5 0.25 2,170.0 0.38 4.00 NA 0.09 quartz vein with 1% sulfides in monzonite 
14 204583 142.00 295.0 0.08 979.0 1.07 6.82 <0.001 0.06 N70E trend of tourmaline-quartz breccia with chalcopyrite; grab  
15 204583.1 76.80 321.0 0.22 734.0 0.48 NA NA 0.06 resampled zone at 204583 the following year; grab 

15.1 290399 1.77 85.1 0.01 43.8 1.65 7.26 <0.001 <0.01 resampled zone near 204583 in 2017; grab 
15.2 290400 0.03 8.48 0.03 30.0 0.12 3.43 <0.001 <0.01 resampled zone near 204583 in 2017; grab 
15.3 290415 0.02 6.91 <0.01 7.5 0.23 2.26 0.001 <0.01 resampled zone down slope of 204583 in 2017; grab 
16 204971 1.07 126.0 0.10 371.0 3.81 13.00 NA 0.03 tourmaline and pyrite veins in monzonite 
17 204945 0.07 27.1 0.03 18.0 0.67 ND NA <0.01 brick-red gossan along thick fractures; in monzonite host  
18 204584 0.15 8.5 0.02 108.5 2.12 6.26 <0.001 <0.01   quartz-chalcopyrite veins in volcanic cap rocks; grab 
19 204911 86.50 242.0 0.53 502.0 8.46 4.00 <0.001 0.05 massive chalcopyrite and pyrite in gossan (altered volcanic rock) 
20 204912 0.14 5.4 <0.01 6.0 0.25 2.00 <0.001 <0.01 very calcareous and sulfide-rich (chalcopyrite and pyrite) dyke(?) 
21 204919 0.91 17.9 <0.01                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     11.0 0.86 5.00 <0.001 <0.01 tourmaline-quartz vein with malachite, chalcopyrite and pyrite 
22 204968 15.90 66.6 0.15 111.0 3.82 1.00 NA 0.01 vein mineralization in a fine grained intrusion; chalcopyrite and malachite 
23 204924 0.46 211.0 0.34 673.0 4.71 11.00 <0.001 0.05 molybdenum (one bleb observed), chalcopyrite, pyrite and malachite in gossan 
24 204970 0.12 19.1 <0.01 38.0 1.91 1.00 NA <0.01 green-gray volcanic flow rock with disseminated pyrite and FeOx 
25 204948 2.35 17.4 0.01 23.0 0.28 3.00 NA <0.01 green-gray altered volcanic(?) with greisen veins and chalcopyrite; grab 
26 204969 2.04 36.6 0.13 90.0 1.26 2.00 NA 0.01 pyrite, malachite, and FeOx breccias in monzonite  
27 204909 0.76 11.5 <0.01 12.0 0.32 2.00 <0.001 <0.01 chalcopyrite, pyrite and malachite in silicified volcanic rock 
28 204943 0.13 59.2 0.01 40.0 1.85 1.00 NA <0.01 greenish-gray altered volcanic rocks near contact with monzonite 
29 205213 4.43 50.9 0.02 67.0 1.73 11.00 NA <0.01 syenite; quartz-tourmaline zone; vein not exposed 
30 204242 4.27 17.2 0.02 43.7 0.27 2.56 NA <0.01 NE-striking veins in monzonite with abundant tourmaline; grab 
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Map ID Sample ID Au 
(g/t) 

Ag 
(g/t) 

As 
(%) 

Bi 
(ppm) 

Cu 
(%) 

Mo 
(ppm) 

Re 
(ppm) 

Pb 
(%) Brief Description 

31 204239 0.55 0.8 0.58 6.6 0.16 3.19 <0.001 <0.01 alternating quartz and tourmaline in syenite; grab 
32 205798 0.09 13.9 1.31 25.0 0.02 4.00 NA 0.07 tourmaline-quartz vein with pyrite and arsenopyrite; Fe-Ox; grab 
33 205799 0.07 0.6 0.49 <0.2 <0.01 ND NA <0.01 tourmaline-quartz vein with arsenopyrite, and trace pyrite; grab 
34 205800 0.64 42.9 1.45 175.0 <0.01 2.00 NA 0.13 tourmaline-quartz vein with pyrite and arsenopyrite; grab 
35 205801 0.46 21.0 3.45 35.0 0.02 3.00 NA 0.19 tourmaline-quartz vein; pyrite, chalcopyrite, arsenopyrite, galena; grab 
36 205803 0.05 7.6 0.02 12.0 0.01 4.00 NA 0.12 tourmaline-quartz vein with very heavy Fe-Ox, pyrite, and galena; grab 
37 290185 0.40 0.3 <0.01 1.3 0.01 124.50 0.580 <0.01 5.0 meter chip sample, NE-striking quartz-Mo-stockwork zone in syenite 
38 290186 0.45 0.4 0.01 4.1 <0.01 289.00 1.260 <0.01 5.0 meter chip sample, NE-striking quartz-Mo-stockwork zone in syenite 
39 290384 0.04 0.3 <0.01 1.9 <0.01 1,730.00 7.700 <0.01 MoS2-bearing quartz stockwork in porphyritic syenite; grab 

39.1 290416 2.66 2.4 <0.01 5.7 <0.01 48.80 0.003  Quartz stockwork about 50 m from 290384 Mo discovery 
40 290385 6.76 0.6 <0.01 0.6 <0.01 883.00 3.010 <0.01 MoS2-bearing quartz stockwork in porphyritic syenite; grab 
41 290386 1.58 0.5 <0.01 <0.1 0.02 11.40 0.021 <0.01 Fine grained MoS2 in quartz veins; syenite porphyry; grab 
42 290187 0.31 0.3 <0.01 0.1 0.02 16.50 0.017 <0.01 5.0 meter chip sample, NE-striking quartz-stockwork zone in syenite porphyry 
43 290188 0.45 0.3 <0.01 0.5 0.01 4.60 0.003 <0.01 10.0 meter chip sample, NE-striking quartz-stockwork zone in syenite  
44 290082 0.48 0.5 <0.01 1.3 0.02 14.50 0.009 <0.01 5.0 meter chip sample, NE-striking quartz-stockwork zone in syenite porphyry  
45 290083 0.81 0.3 <0.01 0.9 0.02 7.50 0.010 <0.01 5.0 meter chip sample, NE-striking quartz-stockwork zone in syenite porphyry 
46 290189 1.24 1.0 0.01 7.9 0.01 14.50 0.036 <0.01 10.0 meter chip sample, NE-striking quartz-stockwork zone in syenite 
47 205806 0.89 28.0 1.41 82.0 <0.01 4.00 NA 0.11 dark-gray quartz-tourmaline vein; abundant euhedral quartz; no visible sulfides 
48 205807 0.02 5.8 0.04 4.0 0.01 3.00 NA 0.06 N50E striking tourmaline-quartz vein with heavy Fe-Ox, pyrite, galena; grab 
49 205808 0.41 7.3 2.49 2.0 0.03 2.00 NA 0.15 N55E tourmaline quartz-vein, abundant pyrite and arsenopyrite; grab 

50 205792 2.04 ND 7.28 3.0 0.02 10.00 NA <0.01 tourmaline breccia with drusy quartz veining, abundant arsenopyrite, and 
arsenic staining; grab 

51 204949 0.23 <0.5 <0.01 <2.0 0.01 36.00 NA <0.01 dark gray, altered, porphyro-aphanitic monzonite with FeOx alteration  
52 205870 1.43 0.8 <0.01 <2.0 0.02 5.00 NA <0.01 trace pyrite and chalcopyrite in altered intrusion; grab 
53 205810 0.07 32.9 0.22 4.0 0.01 6.00 NA 0.31 N50E tourmaline-quartz vein breccia, open, drusy quartz; grab 
54 205686 0.08 19.6 0.47 4.0 0.02 8.00 NA 0.28 N65E strike of tourmaline quartz vein along fault; grab 

55 205687 0.17 6.4 0.58 2.0 <0.01 6.00 NA 0.19 tourmaline breccia with arsenopyrite around clasts of bleached out monzonite; 
Fe-Ox and yellow-green arsenic staining; grab 

56 205689 0.20 10.9 0.10 7.0 0.02 3.00 NA 0.01 tourmaline breccia with abundant pyrite; heavy Fe-Ox staining; grab 

57 205690 0.07 2.0 <0.01 ND <0.01 4.00 NA 0.02 tourmaline vein with pyrite bounded by bleached out monzonite with 
slickensides; grab 

58 205850 0.95 84.1 0.49 18.0 0.45 9.00 NA 0.09 N45E tourmaline-quartz vein in bleached monzonite; chalcopyrite; grab 

59 205849 1.51 316.0 2.52 16.0 1.32 7.00 NA 0.08 quartz-tourmaline vein with druzy quartz, arsenic staining, pyrite and 
arsenopyrite, bornite(?), chalcopyrite and malachite; grab 

60 205848 0.89 175.0 0.83 73.0 0.54 11.00 NA 0.24 tourmaline-quartz vein with yellow-green arsenic staining, pyrite, chalcopyrite, 
malachite and arsenopyrite; grab 

61 205847 0.44 47.0 0.06 9.0 0.27 5.00 NA 0.02 N55E tourmaline breccia with quartz, pyrite, chalcopyrite, and malachite 
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Map ID Sample ID Au 
(g/t) 

Ag 
(g/t) 

As 
(%) 

Bi 
(ppm) 

Cu 
(%) 

Mo 
(ppm) 

Re 
(ppm) 

Pb 
(%) Brief Description 

62 205871 0.23 <0.5 <0.01 <2.0 0.04 5.00 NA <0.01 trace pyrite and chalcopyrite in altered intrusion; grab 
63 205875 0.15 <0.5 <0.01 3.0 <0.01 3.00 NA <0.01 iron-stained gabbro(?) with mineralization along quartz vein; grab 
64 205874 0.14 1.1 0.02 4.0 0.02 4.00 NA <0.01 iron-stained gabbro(?) with mineralization along quartz vein; grab 
65 205872 0.42 <0.5 0.01 3.0 0.04 10.00 NA <0.01 mineralization along FeOx fractures in intrusion; grab 
66 205545 0.14 145.0 0.08 50.0 0.17 4.00 NA 0.03 reddish, sulfide-bearing intrusive rock; grab 
67 205544 0.25 116.0 0.02 32.0 0.74 5.00 NA 0.02 reddish, sulfide-bearing intrusive rock; grab 
68 205543 0.64 100.0 0.07 42.0 0.76 751.00 NA 0.02 reddish, sulfide-bearing intrusive rock; grab  
69 205542 0.32 14.3 0.02 10.0 0.28 20.00 NA 0.01 sulfide-bearing intrusive rock; float sample 
70 205541 0.21 0.8 0.05 ND 0.01 7.00 NA <0.01 sulfide-bearing igneous rock; float sample; grab  

70.1 290419 0.005 0.2 <0.01 0.4 <0.01 1.28 <0.001 <0.01 Taken about 100 M NE of 205541; grab 
71 290382 1.29 0.2 <0.01 2.2 <0.01 3.30 0.006 <0.01 5 meter chip sample, quartz-tourmaline veins in monzonite; veins >20 cm 

71.1 290417 0.08 0.2 0.01 1.0 0.02 1.54 0.001 <0.01 Quartz tourmaline greisen taken about 100 m SW of 290382; grab 
71.2 290418 0.02 0.5 <0.01 1.4 0.01 1.92 0.001 <0.01 Quartz tourmaline greisen taken about 200 m SW of 290382; grab 
72 290381 1.65 0.5 0.02 4.2 0.03 2.90 0.008 <0.01 yellowish, fine grained felsic dike with quartz veinlets stockwork-like; grab 

See map 204010 0.10 44.0 0.05 85.0 1.36 NA NA 0.03 Chalcopyrite vein hosted in basalt; 2.0 m chip 
See map 204011 0.06 12.0 0.03 24.0 1.16 NA NA 0.01 Chalcopyrite in vein hosted in basalt at cliff wall; 2.0 m chip 
See map 204012 0.52 9.0 0.09 93.0 0.10 NA NA 0.02 Axinite-tourmaline vein in syenite porphyry 

(1) Analyses by ALS Minerals COA FA111463353, FA10103969, FA15128856, FA16136801, and FA17117324; and Alaska Assay Laboratories, Inc. Job #26977 

 

Figure 10.5  Quartz stock work in syenite @ sample #290416, which contained 2.66 g/t gold and 48.8 ppm Molybdenum @ 35X scale
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Figure 10.6   Geologic sketch of NE-oriented sulfide-bearing quartz stock work zone parallel to NE shears 
showing grab and chip sample locales.  Analytical results from samples shown in Table 19.1 (page 65). 

10.4 Correlation Coefficients and Selected Metal Ratios, Tolstoi Claim Group  

Metal ratios and log-normal correlation coefficients were generated from the rock sample exploration data, 
the results of which are shown in Figures 10.5-to-Figure 10.9.  Correlation coefficients for gold show 
strongest correlations with silver (0.71), arsenic (0.69), bismuth (0.62), indium (0.67), lead (0.60), antimony 
(0.62), and tellurium (0.63).  Silver shows strong correlations with arsenic (0.70), bismuth (0.74), cadmium 
(0.77), copper (0.73), lead (0.77), antimony (0.77), tin (0.69), zinc (0.61), and tellurium (0.59).  The strong 
associations between bismuth, silver and antimony suggest the presence of sulfosalts, which have been 
identified during ore mineral petrographic work.  The strong correlation between tin and bismuth-silver-
arsenic might suggest the presence of stannite or another tin-bearing sulfosalt rather than cassiterite.   

Selected metal ratios are compared to better understand the association of gold and silver present in the 
Tolstoi Claim Group.  Based on the inspection of the raw analytical data, the two most obvious correlations 
for precious metals is arsenic versus gold and copper versus silver (Figures 10.8; 10.9). There appears to be 
both high arsenic and low arsenic gold trends.   

Higher copper values correlate well with higher silver values within the Cirque Structural Zone and the 
Tolstoi-North mineralized areas.  A high correlation coefficient also occurs between bismuth and silver 
(Figure 10.10), especially in the Cirque Structural Zone, where on average, there is 1.2 g/t silver for every 1.0 
g/t bismuth.  This suggests a one-on-one, solid substitution relationship present in a mineral species; i.e., in 
sulfosalts or in chalcopyrite.   

The QP compared lead versus silver in the Tolstoi Claim Group (Figure 10.11).  Generally, mineral deposits 
in mining districts worldwide show a high correlation coefficient between lead and silver.  This is not the case 
for prospects in the Tolstoi Claim Group.   The ratio plot data suggests there are two distinct trends in the 
data: high lead/high silver and low lead/high silver.
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Figure 10.7  Selected Log-Normal Correlation Coefficients, Tolstoi Claim Group  

 Au Ag As Bi Cd Co Cu Fe Hg In Mn Mo Nb Ni Pb Sb Sn Ta Te Th Ti U V W Zn 

Au 1.00                         

Ag 0.71 1.00                        

As 0.69 0.70 1.00                       

Bi 0.62 0.74 0.63 1.00                      

Cd 0.64 0.77 0.75 0.46 1.00                     

Co 0.09 -.27 -.19 -.07 -.27 1.00                    

Cu 0.55 0.73 0.32 0.60 0.41 0.05 1.00                   

Fe 0.33 0.31 0.49 0.18 0.45 0.37 0.15 1.00                  

Hg 0.40 0.71 0.57 0.57 0.52 -.28 0.49 0.15 1.00                 

In 0.67 0.79 0.68 0.66 0.72 -.23 0.56 0.42 0.63 1.00                

Mn -.39 -.28 -.32 -.29 -.30 0.24 -.18 0.03 -.09 -.11 1.00               

Mo 0.45 0.23 0.35 0.31 0.26 -.13 0.00 0.06 0.05 0.24 -.28 1.00              

Nb -.09 -.27 -.22 -.12 -.22 0.03 -.29 -.25 -.36 -.23 -.20 0.22 1.00             

Ni -.46 -.61 -.46 -.48 -.41 0.66 -.39 0.21 -.53 -.51 0.28 -.23  0.22 1.00            

Pb 0.60 0.77 0.82 0.53 0.88 -.33 0.26 0.41 0.59 0.67 -.35 0.35 -.12 -.45 1.00           

Sb 0.62 0.77 0.84 0.69 0.76 -.23 0.42 0.32 0.72 0.73 -.30 0.22 -.18 -.51 0.82 1.00          

Sn 0.39 0.69  0.63 0.70 0.55 -.13 0.53 0.22 0.63 0.72 -.15 0.09 -.08 -.41 0.58 0.73 1.00         

Ta 0.11 0.07 0.01 0.19 0.02 0.20 0.11 0.13 0.10 0.09 0.10 -.04 0.21 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.12 1.00        

Te 0.63 0.59 0.54 0.73 0.50 0.03 0.46 0.22 0.40 0.57 -.44 0.32 0.02 -.29 0.52 0.61 0.56 0.09 1.00       

Th -.04 0.06 0.21 0.23 -.08 -.12 -.24 -.12 0.13 0.02 -.06 0.37 0.27 -.17 0.23 0.18 0.25 0.03 -.02 1.00      

Ti -.42 -.66 -.59 -.56 -.45 0.28 -.46 -.17 -.78 -.59 0.04 -.04 0.66 0.65 -.49 -.64 -.49 0.12 -.29 -.12 1.00     

U 0.16 0.28 0.41 0.38 0.14 -.13 -.07 0.02 0.33 0.20 -.19 0.44 0.16 -.29 0.44 0.39 0.39 0.04 0.17 0.93 -.27 1.00    

V -.52 -.49 -.28 -.54 -.23 0.37 -.49 0.36 -.58 -.36 0.33 -.14 0.11 0.68 -.25 -.47 -.45 0.02 -.40 -.03 0.56 -.14 1.00   

W 0.06 -.06 -.05 0.03 -.13 -.07 -.02 -.06 -.22 0.05 -.03 0.31 0.34 0.05 -.12 -.17 0.05 -.03 0.00 0.18 0.27 0.09 0.03 1.00  

Zn 0.47 0.61 0.68 0.34 0.90 -.20 0.20 0.55 0.47 0.68 -.15 0.18 -.18 -.27 0.86 0.69 0.50 0.05 0.33 0.05 -.38 0.22 -.02 -.17 1.00 
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Figure 10.8 Arsenic versus gold comparison, Tolstoi Claim Group   

 

Figure 10.9 Copper versus silver comparison, Tolstoi Claim Group   
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Figure 10.10 Bismuth versus silver comparison, Tolstoi Claim Group   

 

Figure 10.11 Lead versus silver comparison, Tolstoi Claim Group 
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10.5 Soil and Stream Sediment Orientation Program, Tolstoi Claim Group 

During exploration planning in the Tolstoi Claim Group, PRGCI depended on geochemical data bases for 
stream sediment and soils collected by the U.S. Geological Survey in the Beaver Mountains upland during the 
Alaska Resource Assessment of the Iditarod Quadrangle (McGimsey and others, 1988; Miller and others, 
2005).  PRGCI digitized the pre-digital information for stream sediment, soil, pan concentrate, and moss 
samples in order to assist in the exploration of the TCG (Laird, 2010a,).  Included in this compilation are 
analytical data for 45 moss-encapsulated stream sediment samples, 47 moss samples, 45 conventional stream 
sediment samples, and 49 pan concentrate samples collected within the Beaver Mountains up land.  There are 
two significant caveats concerning these efforts: 1) the samples were collected prior to the use of GPS 
technology during field investigations; hence, the locations are judged to be approximate; and 2) the USGS 
analyzed their samples with emission spectrographic technology, which is semi-quantitative in nature and only 
approximates metal values in samples.  One panned concentrate sample taken in Billy Goat Creek draining 
the south side of the Cirque Structural Zone (#6) contained 20 ppm Au, 100 ppm Ag, 2,000 ppm Bi, and 200 
ppm Pb.  A sample further to the southeast in the Ganes Creek basin (#9) contained 700 ppm Au—the 
largest identified Au anomaly during the government investigation.  Panned concentrates in Beaver Creek just 
east of the Tolstoi Claim Group (#26, 29) contain >1,000 ppm Sn and elevated copper (300 ppm).  Another 
pan concentrate sample from Ganes Creek just east of the TCG also contained >1,000 ppm Sn.  Sample #13, 
which accesses the southwest area of the Cirque Structural Zone, contained 500 ppm Cu—the highest value 
from the survey.  Although elevated metal values in specific samples provide evidence of metallic 
mineralization upstream, the data only provides limited assistance in the detailed analyses of the known lode 
prospects in the Tolstoi Claim Group.    

The uplands underlying the Tolsoti Claim Group contain only patches of soil cover; most of the substrate is 
either glacial till or rock talus.  In 2008, PRGCI designed limited soil and stream sediment orientation surveys 
to test their applicability to exploration in the project area.  Figure 10.12 shows the locations of the samples.   

A grassy slope on the southerly slope of the Cirque Structural Zone was selected to test the application of 
soils for locating mineralization.  A north-south soil line starting at the top of the Cirque headwall was 
sampled along 30 meter intervals. Most samples have elevated Au, and variable amounts of As, Bi, Cu, Pb, 
and Zn.  Neither Ag nor Te were detected in soils, although both elements occur in the lodes of the Cirque 
Structural Zone.  The elements As and Bi are not useful as a mineral indicators as no clear anomalies were 
obtained.  Elevated lead (up to 250 ppm) and copper (up to 194 ppm) occur in samples from 203946-203954 
for a distance of 270 meters, which more-or-less overlies the Cirque Structural Zone.  The highest Au value 
(203951) lies directly over the subsurface extension of the Cirque Main Zone.  The QP concludes that soils 
could be useful in delineating lode mineralization in the TCG.  The problem is how much of the area 
contains C-mineral soil horizon profiles.  The QP estimates that 90 percent of the TCG is underlain by 
bedrock, bedrock rubble or glacial till.  Soil development is very patchy and limited to south-facing slopes.   

A limited stream sediment sampling program conducted near the Head of Billy Goat Creek yield elevated 
metal values. Selected analytical results of thirteen (13) sample sites are shown in Figure 10.12.  Like the soil 
effort, neither Ag nor Te were detected.  However, high copper (up to 620 ppm), As (up to 1,102 ppm), and 
Pb (up to 162 ppm) were obtained from silt sized fractions on the left limit tributary that drains the Cirque 
Structural Zone.  Samples from the right limit contain lower metal values.  One of the samples contained 3.85 
ppm Au.  These results exceed reported anomalies from samples in Billy Goat Creek reported by the USGS.  
The QP concludes that additional stream sediment sampling might assist in the location of regional 
mineralized zones not previously recognized, but would be of limited value for locating more specific targets.    
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Strm seds Au 
(ppm) 

Ag 
(ppm) 

As 
(ppm) 

Bi 
(ppm) 

Cu 
(ppm) 

Pb 
(ppm) 

Zn 
(ppm) 

203919 0.970 <2.0 333 29 620 115 150 
203920 0.589 <2.0 354 30 483 117 169 
203921 0.838 <2.0 143 21 92 105 116 
203922 1.800 <2.0 144 24 76 95 102 
203923 0.962 <2.0 1,102 21 85 97 89 
203924 3.851 <2.0 166 19 86 105 111 
203925 1.072 <2.0 221 18 139 99 138 
203941 0.830 <2.0 164 21 89 139 161 
203942 1.835 <2.0 310 21 190 162 180 
203943 0.232 <2.0 84 19 49 127 144 
203944 0.038 <2.0 50 20 40 116 135 
203945 0.096 <2.0 56 17 29 87 114 
Soils Au 

(ppm) 
Ag 

(ppm) 
As 

(ppm) 
Bi 

(ppm) 
Cu 

(ppm) 
Pb 

(ppm) 
Zn 

(ppm) 
203946 0.148 <2.0 106 23 194 187 190 
203947 0.146 <2.0 87 23 152 200 175 
203948 0.066 <2.0 53 25 125 124 250 
203949 0.074 <2.0 78 22 108 149 154 
203950 0.030 <2.0 88 21 120 122 201 
203951 0.420 <2.0 40 20 53 173 132 
203952 0.116 <2.0 85 21 112 168 167 
203953 0.070 <2.0 28 17 56 130 105 
203954 0.046 <2.0 43 16 108 117 132 
203955 0.068 <2.0 41 18 91 96 114 
203956 0.056 <2.0 32 17 68 91 108 
203957 0.030 <2.0 25 19 54 84 86 
203958 0.060 <2.0 31 18 72 75 111 
203959 0.054 <2.0 15 16 36 93 94 

 

 

Figure 10.12  Locations of soil and stream sediment sampling orientation surveys in the Tolstoi Claim Group, showing selected analytical results; from 
PRGCI files.  Highest elemental values are bolded.  Analyses from Alaska Assay Labs job #26978. The sectional squares on the map are one square mile.   
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10.6   Hydrothermal Alteration, Beaver Mountains Stock  

During 2011, the QP and consultant Dennis Cox collected samples of plutonic rocks to examine the nature 
of hydrothermal alteration in the Beaver Mountains stock.   Thirteen grab samples were collected throughout 
the central core of the Beaver Mountains Stock.  Eight of the thirteen were collected within the current 
boundaries of the Tolstoi Claim Group and the remainder in a more broadly identified are of mineral interest.  
Figure 10.13 illustrates the areas sampled. Large 45mm X 45mm thin sections were manufactured for the 
effort, which were examined with the use of the PRGCI petrographic microscope in Fairbanks.  
Mineralogical identifications using both transmitted and reflected light properties were completed.   

During the 2011 alteration investigation, samples containing metallic mineralization were not collected; 
instead the QP selected samples for the study of alteration styles and mineralogical content of host rocks.  
Table 10.5 summarizes the findings of the alteration study. 
 
Bundtzen and Laird (1982) provide sixteen (16) major oxide analyses for the igneous suite in the general 
Tolstoi Claim Group area, which aided in the field classifications.  Seven additional major oxide analyses were 
collected during this effort (Table 7.1).  Textures of igneous rocks range from equigranular to porphyritic, and 
occasionally ophitic.  Equigranular textures dominate in the central and southern portions of the claim group 
whereas porphyritic textures dominate at the northern end—near the Tolstoi Breccia Pipe.  A distinctive 
potassic alteration can be discerned across most of the claim group.  The introduction of very fine grained 
secondary biotite is nearly ubiquitous to the intrusive suite; sericite alteration was found in several samples.  
Phyllic alteration can be found around the tourmaline breccia zones in the northern part of the Tolstoi Claim 
Group.  Schorl and axinite are characteristic throughout much of the intrusive suite.  Carbonate alteration is 
noted for up to 40 meters from major vein-faults, but is generally confined to narrower widths. 
 
The question as to whether a copper porphyry model applies for the northern part of the Tolstoi Claim 
Group remains uncertain. Bundtzen and Miller (1997) summarized past work with fluid inclusion studies in 
the KMB.  Limited data indicates that fluid inclusions from mineralized zones in the Beaver Mountains are 
small liquid rich, and NaCl-poor, contain slight amounts of vapor, and no daughter products.  Inclusions 
from porphyry systems are usually highly saline, contain evidence of double boiling, and have daughter 
crystals.   In 2011, the writer and Cox noted that large fluid inclusions in quartz veins from the Billy Goat area 
(Sample AK05, Figure 10.14; Table 10.5) contained halite, and hence are saline at that locality. A significant 
finding of the alteration study was the recognition of disseminated chalcopyrite in quartz stock work in 
samples AK08 and AK09, which occur within the area known as the Beaver Creek Structural Zone and 
tourmaline breccia pipe zones respectively. 
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Figure 10.13 Geologic Map of Beaver Mountains area showing locations of samples collected for the 
hydrothermal alteration investigation; QBT suffix equivalent to AK prefix in Table 10.5 
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Table 10.5 Petrographic Summary Notes from Altered Rocks Collected in the Tolstoi Claim Group, 2011 (1)  
 

Station Field Class (Rock 
unit-Bundtzen 
and Laird, 1982 

Texture Major Rock 
Forming Minerals 

(transmitted light) 

Alteration Vein Type Opaque 
Minerals 

AK01 Quartz Monzonite 
(Km) 

Equigranular Andesine, biotite 
quartz 

Biotite Tourmaline None 

AK02 Monzonite 
(Km) 

Ophitic Plagioclase pyroxene Biotite-
tourmaline 

Quartz-
carbonate 

Ilmenite 

AK03 Basalt (Kvm) Equigranular Andesine, pyroxene, 
quartz, 

Sericite None Magnetite 

AK04 Quartz Monzonite 
(Ksy) 

Porphyritic Andesine, quartz 
biotite K-spar 

None Quartz-
carbonate 

None 

AK05 Quartz Monzonite 
(Km) 

Equigranular Oligoclase K-spar, 
biotite 

Biotite Quartz with 
halite in fluid 

None 

AK06 Quartz Monzonite 
(Ksy) 

Equigranular Andesine, quartz 
biotite 

Weak Biotite None None 

AK07 Monzonite (Ksy) Ophitic Andesine, quartz, 
biotite augite 

Weak Biotite None None 

AK08 Granite (Ksy) Porphyritic K-spar, quartz, biotite, 
tourmaline 

Biotite-
Tourmaline 

Biotite-quartz Chalcopyrite 

AK09 Fine grained 
Somatite (br) 

Porphyritic Semi-massive  Biotite Tourmaline-
sericite 

Biotite-quartz Chalcopyrite 

AK10 Syenite (Km) Porphyritic K-spar, quartz, biotite Biotite Quartz None 
AK11 Monzonite (Km) Porphyritic K-spar, quartz, biotite, 

labradorite 
Biotite None None 

AK12 Monzonite (Km) Porphyritic K-spar, quartz, biotite, 
labradorite 

None Biotite None 

AK13 Monzonite (Km) Porphyritic K-spar, quartz, biotite, 
andesine 

Biotite Thin quartz None 

(1)  Petrographic inspection by Tom Bundtzen and Dennis Cox, 2011 
 

 

Figure 10.14  Photomicrograph under plane light of halite crystals near quartz vein selvage in AK05, Billy Goat 
Creek drainage; @ 150X; identification by Dennis Cox and the QP.  
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11 Drilling 

There has been no exploration drilling conducted in the Tolstoi Claim Group.   
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12 Sampling Method and Approach  

12.1 Rock Samples  

Rock samples were collected for geochemical assay and major and minor oxide information.  Virtually all 
samples selected for analysis were judged in the field to be mineralized.  Two types of samples were collected:  
1) grab samples of mineralization; 2) chip samples taken along a measured interval of mineralization.  It is 
emphasized that no true channel samples were collected.  Wherever possible, samples were taken of in-place 
mineralization, including rubble-crop zones (see Figure 12.1).   

 
Figure 12.1 LEFT—In place chalcopyrite-tourmaline mineralization at station 203824, Cirque-Lake Zone, 
Cirque Structural zone; RIGHT—PRGCI contractor Larry Nichols  samples a 1.5 meter zone of malachite-
stained, copper mineralization in vein-fault striking N68E dipping 82 NW, at station 207032.  Note that both 
in-place and rubble crop exposures occur at the latter site.    

Mineralized rock material were placed in 15 cm by 25 cm inch cloth bags supplied by Legend Inc., Sparks 
Nevada.  The bags were filled up, with an average weight of about 2.0 kilograms.   

12.2 Soil Samples  

Soil samples collected during the 2008 orientation survey were collected on 30 meter intervals.  The main 
object of the test was to obtain materials to see how known mineral zones are reflected in the C-mineral soil 
horizon.  Soil color, organic content, moisture, rock rubble content, grain size distribution, and soil depth 
were all recorded.  Soils were collected in 15 cm by 25 cm inch cloth bags supplied by Legend Inc., Sparks 
Nevada.  The bags were filled up, with an average dry weight of about 1.5 kilograms. 

12.3 Stream Sediment Samples  

Stream sediment sample sites were located on the basis of obtaining fine-enough sediments to obtain at least 
100 grams of a -80 mesh fraction needed for analyses.  An effort was made to collect the sample within an 
active channel of the stream.  Sample color, grain size, channel width, and organic content were all recorded. 
Stream sediment samples (dry weight) averaged about 1.2 kilograms.  

Table 12.1 illustrates abbreviated types of information collected for both rock, soil and stream sediment 
samples.  A generalized spread sheet was used for all sample types.  Locations are in NAD27AK, Zone 04V.
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Table 12.1 Examples of rock, soil, and stream sediment sample data collected in Tolstoi Claim Group (in EXCELTM Spreadsheet formats.  (1)  

Station  Date Sampler Quadrangle Easting Northing Elevation  Sample 
 Type 

Structure Sample 
Description 

Mineralization 

203815 7/13/2008 TKB/CRL Iditarod D-2 602856 6969771 2,455 Rock 
(in place) 

N74E 
Vertical vein 

fault  

2.0 meter chip of 
Cirque-Main vein 

zone 

Chalcopyrite gossan 
with druzy quartz and 

malachite 
203916 7/13/2008 CRL Iditarod D-2 603074 6970274 NA Rock 

(in place) 
N70-75E 
vertical 
fracture 
system 

controls 
mineralization 

2.0 meter chip, 
strongly brecciated 

component of quartz 
sulfide, Lake Zone; 

grab sample 

Semi-massive 
chalcopyrite; minor 

bornite 

203777 10/4/2007 
 

TKB/GML Iditarod D-3 602855 6977800 2,480 Rock 
(rubble crop) 

None 
Measured 

Massive tourmaline 
breccia blowout 
sampled in three 

localities  

 No sulfides identified 
in field 

203942 7/13/2008 EL/JC Iditarod D-2 602463 6971232 NA Stream 
Sediment 

NA Stream sediment 
taken from east bank; 

most of sample is 
sand-rich; low 

organic content 

NA 

203947 7/14/2008 EL/JC Iditarod D-2 603692 6970245 3,071 Soil  NA Reddish brown soil at 
10 cm depth, 

abundant rocky 
materials; overlying 

vegetation 

NA 

(1) All GPS Coordinates from samples collected in Tolstoi Claim Group in NAD27AK, Zone 04V 
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13  Sample Preparation, Analyses, and Security  

13.1 Independence of Sample Preparation and Analysis 

All of the sampling from 2007 to 2017 was conducted by professional, contract geologists working for Pacific 
Rim Geological Consulting, Inc., (PRGCI), which was under contract to Silver Phoenix Resources, Inc.  The 
sampling that took place during the ten year period was under the supervision of the QP.  No officers or 
owners of Silver Phoenix Resources, Inc. were involved with the sampling programs.   

13.2  Sample Preparation, Analytical Procedures and Quality Assurance/Quality Control 

There was no field preparation for mineralized rock chip samples. Rock samples collected to ascertain major 
and minor oxide and trace element data were trimmed in the field in order to obtain a fresh un-weathered 
sample.  All soil and stream sediment samples were dried in the field in order to prevent rot of the cloth bags.   

Sample Standards prepared by Shea Clark Smith of Reno, Nevada (S107011X—9.3 ppm Au and S107013X—
27.2 ppm Au), and one prepared by North Star Exploration, Inc. (RM141076) were inserted randomly into 
the sample stream.  The latter lower grade gold assay (570 ppb) also checks for variability in Mo, Pb, As and 
other elements in addition to gold.  The RM141076 standard is from a greisen zone—like that at in the 
Tolstoi Claim Group.  Variability of all standards was less than 3 percent.  Sample blanks from Browns Hill 
Basalt Quarry, and Tanana River Silt prepared by PRGCI were inserted in order to determine whether or not, 
for example, there was contamination due to the smearing effects of gold and silver on grinding plates. In 
total, fifteen (15) standards and blanks were randomly inserted into the 358 sample stream or one for every 
twenty-four (24) samples.  Subsequent checks of analyses of the standards indicated no evidence of 
contamination or ‘gold smearing’.  ALS Minerals re-ran samples at a rate of one sample for every 25 
submitted.  Neither standard nor blank insertions by the QP or ALS Minerals indicated problems with 
analytical data. 

Two laboratories were used by PRGCI for the acquisition of geochemical data.  Alaska Assay Laboratories 
(Alaska Assay), Fairbanks Alaska, USA, a member of the Alfred H. Knight Group, provided analytical results 
for the 2008 investigations (61 samples), including all soil and stream sediment samples.  The analytical 
methods used by Alaska Assay, were Fire Assay AA and ICP-4A (30 element ICP).   

ALS Minerals (formerly ALS Chemex), of Sparks, Nevada, USA completed analytical results for 322 samples; 
all of them rock samples.  All rock samples underwent crushing, a QC test (CRU-QC), and then were 
pulverized (PUL-QC).  Samplers were then split with a riffle splitter and again pulverized to <75 microns 
(PUL-31).   

The analytical protocols for the standard geochemical analyses included:  Ore Grade Elements-Four Acid 
(ME-OG62); Ore grade silver –Four acid (Ag-OG62); Ore grade copper (Cu-OG62); 33 element four acid 
ICP-AES (ME-ICP61), Gold-30 gram ICP AES Finish (Au-ICP21), and Gold 30 gram FA-gravimetric finish 
(Au-GRA21).  For 12 samples, the ME-ICP61 was replaced by the 51 element aqua regia ICPMS (ME-MS41.  

For samples undergoing major and minor oxide and trace element analyses (fresh igneous rocks), the 
analytical protocols, after pulverization, were:  Whole Rock Package-XRF (ME-XRF06) and Loss on Ignition 
for ME-XRF06 (QA-GRA06).    
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13.3  Sample Transport Custody 

The QP supervised the handling of geochemical sampling in the Tolstoi Claim Group.  During 2008-2012, 
samples were transported from the field to the McGrath airport via a contracted helicopter, where they were 
secured in sealed polyethylene bags.  Samples were subsequently shipped to Fairbanks within two-three days 
aboard a Northern Air Cargo aircraft (NAC) as air freight.  The QP or Tina Laird picked up the samples at 
the NAC hangar in Fairbanks, and after insertion of standards, were delivered directly to the ALS Minerals 
processing facility at 1090 Bush Street, Fairbanks.  For 2007, 2013, and 2015-2017, samples were flown back 
to Fairbanks with the QP and delivered directly to the ALS Minerals facility.   
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14 Data Verification 

14.1 Data Verification by Qualified Person  

The QP supervised and designed the EXCEL spreadsheet used to record the data from 2007-to-2017.  He 
also determined the elemental suite to be used in sample submittals.  Because of the presence of differing 
geochemical data sets, different years of sample collections, and perhaps contrasting techniques used by 
individual contracted geologists, some comparative checks of differing data sets was judged by the QP to be 
warranted.  During field work, five significant mineralized zones were resampled.   

In 1981, the QP sampled the Cirque-Main sulfide vein-fault discovery and took three channel samples 
(81BT501 series).  In 2008, the QP walked down to the site from the ridgetop where three 1981 channel 
samples were taken.  He relocated the highest sampled site by a red flag left there (81BT501a) 27 years 
previously and resampled the zone (203811).  Copper, lead, and silver compare very well.  Gold was not 
analyzed in the 1981 suite.  Arsenic and bismuth values differ.   

During 2008, Tina Laird sampled the southwest end of the Cirque Main deposit, which yielded, 11.11 g/t 
gold.  In 2012, the site was relocated and resampled the (206278), which yielded 13.6 g/t gold.  The high gold 
value was confirmed (11.11 g/t versus 13.60 g/t).  Arsenic, silver, copper and lead yielded comparable values. 

Table 14.1  Analytical data from original, duplicate, and resampled mineralization, Tolstoi Claim Group. 

Sample # Locale Au (g/t) Ag (g/t) As (%) Bi (ppm) Cu (%) Pb (%) 

81BT501a Channel sample taken @ Cirque-
Main discovery by QP in 1981 

NA 663.4 ND ND 3.00 0.90 

203811 Resampled Cirque-Main Discovery 
(81BT501a) 

3.52 604.0 0.72 225.0 2.30 0.80 

203820 High grade gold zone, SW Cirque 
Main deposit 

11.11 31.0 >1.00 113.0 0.27 0.09 

206278 Resampled High grade gold zone 
(203820), SW Cirque Min deposit 

13.60 35.3 >1.00 43.0  0.20 0.09 

203039 Cirque Main Zone, base of fan  0.13 351.0 0.01 1,541.0 10.70 0.07 
 204814 Resampled Cirque Main Zone 

(203039)  base of fan 
 0.18 283.0 0.03  202.0  10.48  0.05 

204717 ‘Epithermal’ textured Cirque Main 
Zone west of Ganes Creek 

1.84 281.0 3.46 282.0 1.33 3.46 

204717.1 Duplicate of 204717 2.14 203.0 >1.00 656.0 3.27 >1.00 
204831 Resampled ‘Epithermal’ textured 

Cirque Main Zone (204717) 
2.93 274.0 3.95 366.0 2.80 3.66 

204583  High grade vein, Beaver Creek Zone  142.00 295.0  0.08   979.0  1.07   0.06 
204583.1  Duplicate of high grade vein 

(204583), Beaver Creek  Zone 
76.80   321.0  0.22 734.0 0.48  0.06  

204911 Resampled 204583 site  86.50 242.0 0.53 502.0 8.46 0.06 

 

During 2008, a high grade portion of the Cirque-Main zone was sampled by the QP below the previously 
repeat program at 203039.  The site was re-occupied by the QP and Tina Laird later in 2008 (204814).  Gold, 
silver, arsenic, copper, and lead are very comparable in both samples, although bismuth values differ.   

In 2009, PRGCI contractor Will Robinson discovered and sampled a northeastern extension of the Cirque 
Main zone at 204717, where a distinctive, epithermal-like coxcomb texture occurs.  A duplicate sample was 
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assayed; with similar gold and silver, but contrasting bismuth and copper values.  The QP resampled the GPS 
located site later in 2009 (204831).  For the latter test, all of the elements except copper were comparable 
between the two samples.   

In 2009, a very high grade gold-bearing zone in the Tolstoi-North area; aka the Beaver Creek Structural Zone, 
was discovered and sampled by Tina Laird at station 204583. To date, this is the highest grade gold value 
known in the Tolstoi Claim Group.  A duplicate sample confirmed the high gold grade (142.0 g/t versus 76.8 
g/t), as well as high silver grade silver (295 g/t versus 321 g/t), bismuth (979 g/t versus 734 g/t) and similar 
copper, arsenic, and lead values.  On July 17th, 2010, the site was resampled; a grab sample yielded 86.5 g/t 
gold, 242 g/t silver, 502 ppm bismuth and 8.46 percent copper.  This site can be viewed in Figure 14.1. 

 

Figure 14.1  Near station 204911, where high grade gold (86.5 g/t) and silver (242.0 g/t) values were obtained. 
Dark brown rock mineralized rock is composed of sulfides, quartz, and tourmaline.  

 

14.2  Exploration Data Limitations  

The QP concludes that rock chip sampling program conducted by himself and PRGCI contractors during 
2007-2016 were collected in a professional manner. They constitute the primary data source for evaluating 
mineral potential in the Tolstoi Claim Group.  Limited checking of samples sites that the QP occupied more 
than 25 years previously also confirmed previously reported metal values. 

The soil sample orientation survey demonstrated that elevated metal anomalies may signature underlying 
mineralized zones.  However, the area sampled is too small to have much meaning for future exploration 
work.   It needs to be re-emphasized that most of the Tosltoi Claim Group lacks the development of a 
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mineralized C soil horizon.  In contrast, most cover consists of frost-riven rubble and thick, boulder-rich 
glacial till.   

The stream sediment sampling orientation survey also demonstrated that anomalous metals could be 
detected, but like the soil work, was too limited to be of much help in evaluating the Tosltoi Claim Group.   

Geochemical sampling conducted by the U.S. Geological Survey (McGimsey and others, 1988; Miller and 
others, 2005) and publically accessible work by Battle Mountain Mining Company (Szumigala, 1993) was 
useful in defining roughly a broad area of mineralization in the Beaver Mountains.  As stated previously, the 
chief limitations were:  

 For the USGS data, only semi-quantitative emission spectroscopy is available; 
 

 All data from both public and private concerns were collected prior to use of modern GPS location 
technologies.  Hence locations digitized by Laird (2011a,b) for use in the PRGCI exploration work 
provide only approximate sample locations; 
 

 Sample density for the USGS work is low. 
 

 The alteration study carried out by the QP and Dennis Cox was designed mainly as a regional 
analysis and does not provide more detailed information for the evaluation of the high grade, focused 
mineral deposits. 
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15  Adjacent Properties  

There are a number of gold-bearing, mineral properties of similar age to those in the TCG in the nearby 
Innoko district east of the Beaver Mountains upland (Bundtzen and others, 2003); i.e., the Lincoln Creek 
(ARDF ID020), Katz (ARDF ID028), Independence Mine (ARDF ID031), Telephone Hill (ARDF ID035), 
and Goss Gulch (ARDF ID039).  However, none of these prospects or mines contain significant copper and 
silver, which help typify those deposits in the Tolstoi Claim Group. 

The Chicken Mountain gold-copper-molybdenum-silver stock work (ARDF ID109) and the Golden Horn 
gold-silver-arsenic-copper-tungsten vein fault deposit (ARDF ID115) in the Iditarod district, about 55 miles 
(88 km) southwest of the Tolstoi Claim Group,  bear some similarities to the Tolstoi-North and Cirque 
Structural Zone mineralized areas respectively (Bundtzen and others (2003).  For the former, metalliferous 
stock work quartz veinlets are hosted in 70 Ma monzonite directly below co-magmatic subaerial volcanic 
rocks.  In the latter case the Golden Horn vein system is hosted in a North 05o East, vertically dipping vein-
fault cutting the Black Creek monzo-gabbro, the same age as mineralization in the Beaver Mountains.   

There are deposits in the Russian Mountains further to the southwest of the Iditarod district within the 
Kuskokwim Mineral Belt that are also very similar to those in the Tolstoi Claim Group.  They include the 
Owhat, Mission Creek, and Headwall Cu-Ag-Au prospects.  Theses deposits are found along high angle vein-
faults in monzonite of the Russian Mountains Pluton, which is the same age (70 Ma) as the Beaver Mountains 
stock.    
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16 Mineral Processing and Metallurgical Testing  

There has no mineral processing or metallurgical testing in the Tolstoi Claim Group as it pertains to this 
Technical Report.   
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17 Mineral Resource and Mineral Reserve Estimates  

There are no demonstrated resources or reserves in the Tolstoi Claim Group as it pertains to this Technical 
Report.  
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18 Other Relevant Data and Information  

During 2017, Silver Phoenix staked an additional fifteen (15) Alaska State claims, termed the ‘PJ Claims’, 
approximately seven (7) miles (11 km) southeast of the southern edge of the Tolstoi Clam Group.  Those 
claims, which cover an area of hydrothermal alteration of what were originally basaltic andesite volcanic 
rocks, are in the initial stages of evaluation.   

There is no other relevant data or information to disclose for the Tolstoi Claim Group as it pertains to this 
Technical Report.  
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19  Interpretation and Conclusions  

Mineral resource investigations that began in 2007 have documented precious metal-base metal deposit types 
in the Tolstoi Claim Group.  All of the polymetallic mineralization is hosted in the Late Cretaceous (69-72 
Ma) Beaver Mountains volcanic-plutonic complex, one of thirteen similar complexes in the Kuskokwim 
Mineral Belt of southwestern Alaska (Bundtzen and Miller, 1997).  Copper-silver-gold-polymetallic-bearing 
mineralization cuts phases of the Beaver Mountains stock, which ranges in composition from monzodiorite 
to quartz syenite and averages monzonite.  The following remarks summarize exploration results derived 
from field testing, where geological observations have been made and chip and grab samples have been 
collected.  The QP emphasizes that: 1) no resources can be calculated; and 2) average metal values of samples 
summarized below are not average values across measured channel intervals.   
 
19.1  Vein-Fault Deposits in Cirque Structural Zone 
 
The Cirque and related deposits within the 2.4-km-long Cirque Structural Zone in the southern area of the 
TCG are northeast-striking, steeply dipping vein faults with semi-massive sulfides, with quartz, tourmaline 
and carbonate gangue (see Figure 10.2).  The zones vary widely in width, which ranges from 1.0 to 5.0 meters 
where measurable.  Vertical extent is at least 1,250 feet (380 m).  The average of thirty-three (33) grab and 
chip samples taken under the direct supervision of the QP within the Cirque-Main and Cirque-Lake vein-fault 
systems is  6.01 percent copper, 271.5. g/t silver and 2.01 g/t gold.  The average metallic values from fifty-
one (51) chip and grab samples taken under the direction  of the QP in the entire Cirque Structural Zone is 
4.12 percent copper, 197.0 g/t silver, and 1.65 g/t gold.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
 
19.2  Metallic Mineralization in the Tolstoi-North Area   
 
The Beaver Creek Structural zone (BCSZ), which parallels the Cirque system, contains high sulfide-bearing, 
tourmaline-quartz vein fault mineralization in the northern portion of the Tolstoi Claim Group (see Figure 
10.3).  Where mineralization has been identified, lateral extent is at least 450 meters, but vein widths are 
poorly understood, due to general lack of outcrop control.  Measurable widths in a few locales are up to 2.5 
meters.  Vertical extent is at least 850 feet (260 m).  One sample (204583) contains 142.0 g/t gold, 295.0 g/t 
silver, and 1.07% copper.  A duplicate (204583.1) and a resample effort (204911) reaffirmed the high grades 
of gold, silver, copper, and bismuth.  Additional samples taken along the strike of this zone contain 15.90 g/t 
gold and 66.6 g/t silver (204968) and 4.43 g/t gold and 50.9 g/t silver (205213).   
 
The average metallic values from forty-nine (49) chip and grab samples taken under the direction of the QP 
in the BCSZ (see Figure 10.3) is 0.96 percent copper, 47.1 g/t silver, and 7.18 g/t gold.   
 
A molybdenum-bearing, quartz stock work cutting syenite porphyry was identified late in the exploration 
activities (see Figure 10.4; Table 19.1).  It occurs just south of the main BCSZ and may actually be emplaced 
at the same time as the mineralization in the BCSZ.  The average metal value of thirteen chip samples 
collected in this quartz stock work zone is 1.21 g/t gold, 0.62 g/t silver, 127 ppm copper, and 244.6 ppm 
molybdenum.  What makes this data set interesting is that virtually all samples contain elevated gold and 
molybdenum-all within a 75 meter by 170 meter area, with no metallogenic boundaries firmly established.  
Some elevated molybdenum does occur in samples taken to the north (205542-205543, Figure 10.4; Table 
10.4), which may indicate a need to further examine that area for MoS2-Au mineralization.    
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The Tolstoi tourmaline breccia pipe area constitutes another major mineral deposit type in the Tolstoi-North 
area.  It occurs north of and abuts the BCSZ. Mineralization consists of semi-massive tourmaline breccias 
zones up to 250 meters wide which hosts felsite fragments that locally contain sulfide-bearing stock work 
veins and veinlets. Tourmaline breccia mineralization from the southeast edge of the Tolstoi breccia pipe was 
tested at stations 205687, 205698, 205690 and 205792, where assays results reveal elevated gold (up to 2.04 
g/t), silver (up to 104 g/t), and arsenic (up to 0.58%).   
 
Table 19.1  Selected analytical results from 13 chip and grab samples in molybdenite-bearing quartz stock work 
zone, Tolstoi-North Claim area,  For map locales, see Figures 10.5 and 10.6.  

Sample # Year 
Collected 

Au (g/t) Ag (g/t) Bi (ppm) Cu (ppm) Mo (ppm) Re (g/t) Sample 
Type 

290384 2015 0.043                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   0.31 1.93 10.6 1,730.0 7.701 Grab 
290385 2015 6.760 0.57 0.60 50.2 883.0 3.010 Grab 
290386 2015 1.590 0.49 0.08 225.0 11.4 0.020 Grab 
290185 2016 0.401 0.31 1.32 87.5 124.5 0.579 5 m Chip 
290186 2016 0.456 0.44 4.08 47.9 289.0 1.260 5 m Chip 
290187 2016 0.315 0.34 0.14 192.0 16.5 0.017 5 m Chip 
290188 2016 0.457 0.33 0.46 131.0 4.6 0.003 10 m Chip 
290189 2016 1.240 0.95 7.90 87.7 14.5 0.036 10 m Chip 
290080 2016 0.168 0.36 0.48 78.8 26.1 0.069 5 m Chip 
290081 2016 0.365 0.83 1.17 305.0 10.3 0.009 5 m Chip 
290082 2016 0.483 0.49 1.27 181.5 14.5 0.009 5 m Chip 
290083 2016 0.811 0.31 0.87 168.5 7.5 0.013 5 m Chip 
290416 2017 2.660 2.37 5.76 85.4 48.8 0.003 5 m Chip 

AVERAGE NA 1.211 0.62 2.00 127.0 244.6 0.979 NA 
 
The overall average metal values of eighty one (81) samples collected in the Tolstoi-North Claim area is 0.65 
percent copper, 39.1 g/t silver, and 4.56 g/t gold.   

19.3 Comparative Metal Values between Cirque Structural Zone and Tolstoi North Areas   

The limited surface sampling indicated that, in general, the same metallic suite occurs throughout the Tolstoi 
Claims.  Both areas contain elevated copper, gold and silver.  The targets are clearly polymetallic, with 
identified metals of significance contributing to potential value.  Higher copper and silver values dominate in 
the Cirque Structural zone whereas higher gold and molybdenum values occur in the Tolstoi North area.  
Both areas also contain elevated bismuth, arsenic, tin, lead, zinc, and antimony.  All mineralization of 
significant size and grade appears to be intrusion hosted.   

Based on a cursory review, the QP believes that the gold-molybdenum-rhenium bearing mineralization in the 
Tolstoi-North portion of the claim group bears some similarities to that described at the high grade Merlin 
Au-Mo-Re deposit in the Cloncurry district, Australia (Babo and others (2017).  The Merlin system occurs in 
a fault zone within country rock adjacent to a Proterozoic granite.    

A plot of progressive copper values on a Ti versus Al diagram was kindly provided by geologist Tom Evans 
(Figure 19.1).  The diagram seeks to clarify the origins of the metal-bearing fluids within the fault zones.  
Evans used analytical data collected by the QP.  The strong correlation coefficient with Ti and Al (Figure 
19.1-A), coupled with the high Cu values, suggests that copper was derived from the host rock due to veining, 
rather than from replacement and alteration.  The Ag versus As diagram (Figure 19.1-B) shows distinct Cu-
Ag-Au and As-Au trends, consistent with previous discussions in this Technical Report. 
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Figure 19.1—A (LEFT) shows plots of Cu and Au values on a  Ti versus Al diagram and B (RIGHT) showing Cu and Au values on a  As versus Ag 
diagram, Tolstoi Claim Group. 

 

The question whether or not a porphyry copper-gold system exists remains unanswered.  Two major types of deposits should be further evaluated: 1) 
high grade structurally controlled Cu-Ag-Au vein fault zones and 2) larger lower grade tourmaline-dominant stockwork and veinlet zones containing Cu, 
Au, Ag, Mo and Re.   

Further work on the PJ Claims planned for 2018 south of the Tolstoi Claim Group may answer the question whether or not a significant metalliferous 
alteration zone is present there.   
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20 Recommendations  

20.1 Surface Exploration Program 
 
The QP advocates a staged exploration approach for the Tolstoi Claim Group.  The staged exploration is 
linked to a preliminary budget estimate provided below.   
 
30 Day Surface Sampling and Geologic Mapping Program  
 
From 2007-to-2010, sampling has largely been confined to known, high grade, Cu-Ag-Au vein-fault structures 
and mineralized zones.  Some sampling of more vein-disseminate zones and stock work was completed from 
2011 to 2016.  PRGCI suggests that a 300 rock, soil and stream-sediment sample grid could be collected in 
such a manner as to cover the entire claim block with detailed geochemical coverage.  Stream sediment 
coverage in all drainages might help localize base metal anomalies.  Twenty days would complete these tasks.    
 
Induced Polarization Survey    
 
On the basis of that alteration study described above and on knowledge of the nature of known 
mineralization, the QP recommends a 22 mile (35 km) line IP survey in four lines (see Figure 20.1).  The four 
lines form a parallelogram in the northern and central portions of the claim group.  The sulfide-rich zones 
should produce chargeability anomalies.  The general approach to setting up the IP lines follows 
recommendations suggested by Zonge (1992) for evaluating bulk tonnage prospects, including porphyry 
copper deposits.  Thirty days would complete the IP Survey.  The IP survey seeks to better identify two 
potential sulfide-rich target types:   
 

• verify or refute the continuity of copper-silver-rich sulfide mineralization along high angle fault structures with an 
emphasis on the Cirque and Beaver Structural systems; and 
 

• Search for the total extent of bulk (large), sulfide bearing target zones in the Tolstoi Breccia pipe and other undiscovered 
areas.  

 

The geological mapping and sampling crew and IP crew would work concurrently.  To reduce logistical costs 
associated with helicopter transport into the area, the sampling crew, including IP survey helpers, will stay in a 
PRGCI-equipped field camp on a lake just north of the claim group as was done in 2009.  The IP survey crew 
would stay (room and board) in McGrath; i.e. McGrath B&BTM, about 35 miles (50 km) to the east and 
commute to the field daily.  After being staged in the field, the IP helpers could be picked up in camp.  Later 
the mapping and sampling crews would commence with their activities.  This work proposal would save at 
least 2 hours daily on a helicopter contract, based on previous work completed on the property.  The selected 
helicopter would be an R-44 either from Quicksilver Air or Pollux Aviation in Wasilla.  PRGCI would plan to 
have four geologists and assistants (two teams of two) plus four assistants to the IP Survey geophysicist—
based on recent IP work conducted elsewhere for other clients. 

More than 50 percent of the $495,517 surface exploration budget estimate is for the IP survey.   
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Figure 20.1  Geologic map of Beaver Mountains showing Tolstoi Claim Group  and locations of proposed  IP 
Survey Lines 
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20.2 Petrographic and Metallurgical work on Mineralized Materials  

Mineralized zones in the Cirque and Beaver Creek Structural Zones are polymetallic in nature.  Besides the 
primary copper-silver-gold-arsenic values, the zones  also contain significant albeit minor amounts of lead, 
zinc, bismuth, antimony, and lessor amounts of tellurium, tin, indium, and tungsten.  The QP judges there is 
an incomplete understanding of the mineral para-genesis and importantly, the nature of the gold and silver 
mineralization in the Tolstoi Claim Group.  The QP recommends that more petrographic analyses from 
mineralized samples, including microprobe investigations, be undertaken from the Tolstoi Claim Group.  
Further work might include the acquisition of a bulk sample from one or more areas that could be processed 
in a metallurgical facility. 

20.3 Diamond Core Drill Program   
 
After the surface exploration has been completed, Silver Phoenix will possess the necessary data to accurately 
site diamond drill collars and conduct a first phase diamond drill program.    
 
Table 20.1 Budget Estimate of Surface Sampling, Geologic, and IP survey Program, Tolstoi Claim Group  
 

Item Unit Cost Subtotal (USD) 
Professional geological staff 20 Days; 4 people; @ $550/day $44,000 

Assistants to help with IP Survey 30 days, 2 people @ $400/day $24,00 
Permitting requirements 50 hours @ $50/hr $2,500 

IP Survey Packaged Estimate 
(two company estimates) 

$250,000 $250,000 

Helicopter Logistics 
(R-44 Helicopter) 

30 days @ 3.5 hours/day; (includes ferry 
time from Fairbanks); $650/hr dry 

$68,250 

Helicopter Fuel (in McGrath) 12 gallons/hr; 3.5 hours/day 30 days 
(includes ferry time from Fairbanks) 

($6/gallon at Crowley Marine 

$7,560 

One round trip Wright’s Caravan $2,900 one way to McGrath $5,800 
Geochemical analyses 300 samples @ $52/sample $15,300 

Lodging for Geophysics personnel  (2) 
and Helicopter pilot in McGrath 

Three @ $180/person; 30 days $16,200 

Rental Truck in McGrath 30 days @ $90/day $2,700 
Freighting samples to Fairbanks 950 pounds @ $0.80/pound $760 

Office Assistance 40 hours @ $50.hr $2,000 
Field Expendables 300 sample bags @ $1.00/bag $300 

PRGCI equipment rental—everything GPS, satellite phones tents, bear fence, 
kitchen, first aid, geological gear, rifles, 

$75/day 20 days 

$1,500 

Camp Fuel (white gas or propane) 20 gallons @ $5/gallon $100 
Insurance 0.16 percent of $5,000 $800 

Ore Petrography Investigation $3,000.00 (outside lab) $3,000 
Report Write-up (Bundtzen) 6 days @ $700/day $4,200 

Drafting (Laird) 30 hours @ $50/hr $1,500 
SUBTOTAL NA $450,470 

10% Contingency NA $45,047 
TOTAL NA $495,517 

 

The two targets to be evaluated would be the structurally controlled, high grade, vein-fault deposits and the 
tourmaline-dominant sulfide bearing breccia, which constitute a potential bulk-mineable mineralized system.    

High Grade Targets--For the high grade target, PRGCI proposes seven (7) holes, each 800 feet (in length, to 
drill test the Cirque Structural Zone and the Beaver Creek Structural Zone.  Five of the holes would be 
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confined to the Cirque system and two would test the Beaver Creek prospect.  The objectives of this first 
phase program is to confirm or refute the existence of both thickened, possible multiple zones, and strike 
length of high grade sulfide mineralization at both prospect areas.  IP chargeability anomalies might chance 
drill collar locations. 
 
Bulk Mineable targets—Three (3) holes, each 1,200 feet in length, would drill-test the area in the general 
Tolstoi Breccia pipe area and the current surface sampling program data, plus new data generated by the 
proposed IP survey.   
 
The total amount of drilling for a single year would be 9,200 feet (2,800 meters) in ten holes.  In the QP’s 
opinion, this amount would constitute a valid first phase test of the most promising mineralized areas of the 
Tolstoi Claim Group.  The drilling would be completed during one season with one drill rig.  The logistical 
planning would differ from the surface sampling program and the IP survey.   
 
The drill crew would stay at Ganes Creek Camp, about 15 miles (25 km) due east of the Tolstoi Claim Group, 
which is owned and operated by Douglas Clark, a mine operator and someone who has housed exploration 
programs in past years.  PRGCI would deploy a Hughes 500-D Helicopter during the 90 day drill program, 
which is capable of transporting the ‘N’ core rig capable of drilling to the planned depths.  The geological 
crew would be restricted to a core logging geologist and two experienced core logging helpers.  The drill crew 
would consist of four drillers (including helpers)—two to each 12 hour shift.    
 
Table 20.2  Budget Estimate for 9,200 Foot (2,800 m) Diamond Core Drill Program   

Item Unit Cost Subtotal (USD) 
Professional Geological Staff Three--Senior Geologist, junior and an 

assistant $550/day for 90 days 
$148,500 

Permitting Requirements 60 hours @ $50.hr $3,000 
Drill Program Raw Cost Estimate 9,200 feet @ $55/foot $506,000 

Drill transport to Ganes Creek From 
Fairbanks 

D-C 6 Everts Air $20,000 one way $40,000 

Continuous Helicopter Support $1,100/hr  dry 3.0 hours /day 90 days 
270 hours flight time 

$297,000 

Fuel into Ganes Creek 25 gallons /hr $8.00/gallon 270 hours  
(includes flight cost estimate) 

$54,000 

Lodging at Ganes Creek Camp Helicopter pilot, mechanic, three 
geologists, 4 drillers, total 9 @ $180/day 

for 90 days 

$145,800 

Core Boxes 1,200 boxes @ $8/box $9,600 
Freighting boxes into Ganes Creek from 

Fairbanks 
$0.80/pound 5,000 pounds $4,000 

Split Core 
 (geochem samples to Fairbanks) 

$0.80/pound 2,400 samples 10 
pounds/sample 

$19,200 

Geochemical Analyses 2,400 samples @ $51/sample  $122,400 
Field expendables 2,800 sample bags @ $1/sample bag $2,800 

Core cutting saw plus spare blades $3,000/month (Taiga) three months $9,000 

20 day PRGCI report write-up $550/day 20 days $11,000 
SUBTOTAL NA $1,372,300 

10 percent contingency NA $137,230 
TOTAL NA $1,509,530 
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Figure 20.2 Proposed drill collars for Tolstoi Claim Group evaluation 
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24  Appendix I   

Claim List and Legal Description for State of Alaska claims covered by Affidavits of Annual 
Labor for 2017, (2017-000279, 000367,000290); Tolstoi Claim Group 

Claim 
Owner 

ADL# Parcel 
Name 

Date 
Acquired/Reacquired 

MTRS Acres Count 

W. J. Murray 622831 T2 9/23/2017 S033NO41W28 160 1 
W. J. Murray 622832 T3 9/23/2017 S033NO41W29 160 2 
W. J. Murray 622833 T4 9/23/2017 S033NO41W29 160 3 
W. J. Murray 622834 T5 9/23/2017 S033NO40W30 160 4 
W. J. Murray 660078 T11 6/27/2007 S033NO41W35 160 5 
W. J. Murray 660079 T12 6/27/2007 S033NO41W36 160 6 
W. J. Murray 621749 T13 8/12/2016 S033NO41W36 160 7 
W. J. Murray 622835 T14 9/23/2017 S033NO40W31 160 8 
W. J. Murray 660089 T22 6/27/2007 S033NO41W35 160 9 
W. J. Murray 660090 T23 6/27/2007 S033NO41W36 160 10 
W. J. Murray 621750 T24 8/12/2016 S033NO41W36 160 11 
W. J. Murray 621751 T31 8/12/2016 S032N041W04 160 12 
W. J. Murray 660099 T32 8/12/2016 S032N041W04 160 13 
W. J. Murray 622836 T35 9/23/2017 S032N041W04 160 14 
W. J. Murray 621753 T36 8/12/2016 S032N041W04 160 15 
W. J. Murray 622837 T39 9/23/2017 S032N041W09 160 16 
W. J. Murray 621754 T40 8/12/2016 S032N041W09 160  17 
W. J. Murray 622838 T43 9/23/2017 S032N041W09 160 18 
W. J. Murray 621755 T44 8/12/2016 S032N041W09 160 19  
W. J. Murray 622839 T47 9/23/2017 S032N041W16 160 20 
W. J. Murray 621756 T48 8/12/2016 S032N041W16 160 21  
W. J. Murray 622840 T57 9/23/2017 S032N041W16 160 22 
W. J. Murray 622841 T58 9/23/2017 S032N041W16 160 23 
W. J. Murray 660126 T59 6/27/2007 S032N041W15 160 24  
W. J. Murray 660127 T60 6/27/2007 S032N041W15 160 25 
W. J. Murray 622842 T62 9/23/2017 S032N041W20 160 26 
W. J. Murray 660130 T63 6/27/2007 S032N041W21 160 27  
W. J. Murray 660131 T64 6/27/2007 S032N041W21 160 28 
W. J. Murray 660132 T65 6/27/2007 S032N041W22 160 29 
W. J. Murray 622843 T66 9/23/2017 S032N041W20 160 30 
W. J. Murray 622844 T68 9/23/2017 S032N041W20 160 31 
W. J. Murray 660136 T69 6/27/2007 S032N041W21 160 32  
W. J. Murray 660137 T70 6/27/2007 S032N041W21 160 33  
W. J. Murray 622845 T71 9/23/2017 S032N041W20 160 34 
W. J. Murray 622846 T75 9/23/2017 S032N041W29 160 35 
W. J. Murray 622847 T76 9/23/2017 S032N041W28 160 36 
W. J. Murray 622848 T77 9/23/2017 S032N041W28 160 37 
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